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INTROpUCTION

Si .

. . .

`-^The purpose Ok_thit monograph is to make interpigtativearematks
.

. . . 1 /

about ,tie results of the 197 mathematics assessment, The
.

- . -brade sand Grade. 7 beham)ark tests wereAdMinstered statewlde

.

-.. ,

in Octcbe,.1974.,A This .is the---second year of objectije-referenced..,_
epsting in MichiOn. This report-empilasizes specificteachimg,

,
. .

. and curriculum ,These,suggestiods contain diPghostic

questions and strp s apprOpriate teaching sequences., espedially
- * - be

.

in areas.yher e level- of attainment ,appear to weak.k
.

..,

.

. s.
.

The major message_of.ihis repcirtiS directed to tie. classroom
,.

.teacher and is concerged with haw to uset.he results of the
. . .

mathematics assesTAnt; The Writers hcpg that indivifflhal
',.: : . -_- .

* teachers at all level$, K-.7, will conduct i'u.Aher diagnostic
.. .

testing in those area *here their students showed some weak:-
_;,

neas_esS.ectisznA.7etdsisets of a discussion on how alocal.

.
district can proceed fifihterpieting and using its own results.

Section V contains sev4alsaple di ostic'tests. I, .

, ..-,,
. s

The- report does not attsut tomake c parisons between the'

1973 and 1974 results. ,The .reagler i referred to Monograph,

No. 7, January 1973- for a r4ort on he 1973 results.. At the

statewide level, therejs rkillformaticn available, on ariy of

the possible factors to whiebt differences inperfarmance.could

be attributed. Some of the Alfterences in performance may, be

attribUted to.changes in some of the test iteis. In general,
. . . o

..
. .

the 4.-Sercents ettairi3mg each 0,-34:ective were, . .6n the average,

about 4% higher fry the 1974c-rade.4 test. brfe dramatic exception
4.

.ft
4e%
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.s 2t,:.otve whch ekoweal a performance

Le-7e: lower Xuct of thi s loss

a or.ar. o.ne test item measuTing this

It'ao.t.".
,

.e: See c. ,Lora :::-for aetails.

2

...1.17.er.21-1-.14,i Aere---.aje., 4;:e7 foil: of many of the i r:-. on tne8)ra_:e -_ests. v.-..t o.fltheve.vere relateY.t- fractf.... . and decimal

:=-$7...7-st w'tt#ut ex7,e:tion these onan4es'were
$

,

lower rests on tne'171- test. When one .considers

:=:".er 7.,:--an 7,:-.:ca w.r."h are altered, .he l; 7L results

=-_ ...-ler tr.-...z: the -, res..C._tA

,.. -So: .7.S.
.

-----..'e:_.'

-."::1:

w,,,-.a =c2ut

4

a
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A

tne Ot:eotives assessed in Grade L in 1973 were
.

tegt:ed in Some of the test items for the remaining /

objectives 'were slightly modified. Five of the 115 objectivea'

assessed in Grade 7 in 1%73 v?ere also deleted from the 1974

testing. See Appe:kdix B for detailS"oh the changes mace from

testing for bothythe Grade and the Grade 7 tests.
0.

Alterations to the 197L tests were largely influenced by the .

MCTM's 1;17-, conference on State Assessment in Mathematics.,

':atnematics educatfors from all over Michigan convened for- wo

day s in April. of .1:7-711.and developed numerous specific rec. en-

dations directed at the objectives test:ed, the test itelts,

rtne test pr,ocedures, and needed revilT7hs to objectives in th

boor:, Minimal Performande 3b jetil:res for Mathematics'Educatio

irr Michigan ;MPOMEM)., Both the Mio'higan Educationil Assessffien

Program : ±AP staff and members of the General Eddc&ork
t

Services were very,cooprativeand have encouraged MCTM to c
r ;

. .

continue to suggest imp ovements in the mathematics assessment.

3. I'The 7-75 conference was held' in :',:arch at Central Miphtgan Uni-. i

versity. Tne interpretive remarks made by,the writers in
, :1

tLs monograph
i

reflect!the discussions and recommendations made 1

!, o

. at the conference. The report of the confergripe eras presented ..

to Michigan tOpartment of Education staff in April.
,

'galsAt gals IF )
f;

writing, it is too early t,o determine the action taken On -the

conference 'recommendations.

$ The major ingredient, used in forming the
:

teaching suggestion0 presented herein included t'he foll wing:

interaction and insights gained flt the March conferen , data.

-

8
t



provided by :;.EAP .-..onsisting of tN- statewide pOsent of attain-
ment for e ach objective

,See Appendix A) and foil analysis
-percent choosing each chQice,fOr-each test item); and
7,-rfession'al experience and judgment.

As in 1 1, five multiple-choice test items- were used for each
be recorded as attaining an objective, a studentuseA .

have nest-__=ded correctly to at least 4 of the 5 test items
tat objective. The percents of students who attained each

Do,4ectie are summarized in Tables .1 and 2. In the-left,
olqmn are the content areas. At the to are the ranges of

perents stuclehts'attaining the objective. The numbers.:.

1,-.sd.e the t;Ves identify the op,:jective.
. .

TAET7 1

FaRTE GR.?.DE TEST
CE: STSDENTS ATT4NING EACH OBJECTIVE

.
72::C . F'"=,-1,-,0 ,70:n-,

- ,-_55 -69 40-54
6

0-39
.6

ire-::umber

Numerati=
. ,

)

l'

Additiph q"

Subtraction

7,-:asur,,ment:

Time

Yoney
- ,
.E.,m1,erature

,-;epme try

1-2 L

t,-, 2.-:.

, ,1._, 7

21

:.,-) 26

,.-

27

,.

A

5

12

';

6 7':

. ., 11 I.--.
.

-b
l',-,' '--,

.

2 2L

. '

15

.1.

,

-

,

.

-b
10

22

,

t

..

.

20
c

,

.

29

.

'
.

-
.

.

.

. .

.
.

.

, .

. ,

*These numbers are the objective
identification numbersfor- testing purposes. See Section III for full de-scription.

..t 1./

trb and c refer o special designations described on page 61.Dbjective numbers without designating letters are judgedto to in categoW a.,
.

. .

. 9 . ,.
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TABLE 2

19'74 SEVENTH GRADE TEST

PERCENT OF S*NTS ATTAINING EACH OBJECT, VE
.

. T

TOPIC .so5-;00 ,. YO-84,
i

55-69
.

40-54 0-39
I ,

Numeration .

Addition

Subtraction .

Muliplic,sa4on.

Division

Fracticn4: t '

Meaning'

Addition

Subtraction ,r

Multiplication
E '

2. : . '

Meanin - -...2-,..vat=s2P7kz7,Y,'-''77:

An/Subt.

Ratio \
.

Measurement:

Area
.

Volume

Time 1

Money

Temperature

Geotnetry,

Algebra

1

, .

5 %

, 11b '12'

15
.

.

..
.

,,

\ T3 1 1 \:\ .,

32

34
\

,

36 ;,\

37
,

.

,

6

.

,

,

1

.

.

.

13

14

17

19

21

.

. 30

35,
-

38

18

#

.

e

.

..

.

.

,

,

.

1;

,,

.

.

.

.

,,
.

,

.

16 , ..

20 .

.
,

,

27b,c

,28

33

4oc

.

.

,

.

.

.

-.

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

23 s

25 26

29
b, a

.

,

'

6 7 8 9

10 ; .

.

.

,
i

.

.

A

)

,

.

,
39.

.
n

6.

A
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The intikvpretation categories usedby'the writers of this
report are e4 follows :*

401

Minimal and appropriate. The objective is judged to .

be minimal and the test items, appear to be appropriate.
If the level of 'attainment is not, at or abore 85%,.it

.?may be due to inappropriate instructional materials or
lack of proper emphatis irk yesars prior to, the test yealk.,
Objectives in this category are unlabeled in the tabled,

, (b. Poor test items. The objective is judged to be minimal
.

but the item(s) have test construction flaws which
probably contributed to a lver leyel of attainment.iAlso, an item may not, have been a valid measure of an

-6

4

objective.
.

,

' it 0-

:nappropriate. The writers i'eel.that the objectlie:,. as
currently written, is not a mAimal gbjective. '

'Three objectives' on the Grade. 4 test and 4 objectives dB the,/,
Grade 7 test have been "flagged" by the writers. For instance,
the test items fdr Objective 16 on the GradeAtest,were judged

- to be more difficult than required'y'the objective. 'Details
are given in Section III along with the interpretation of the
results'.

Thirteen of the 30 objectives tested were mastereeby nearly
all beginning fourth graders. Eighty-six pert, e-nt of the

N.

. "end of grade 3" objectives tested were mastered by at least
70% of the students. 'Concepts and skills at the 'end,of Gradev
6 apparently were a 14ttle more diffiqult,. Ten of7the-40 4 '

$ .

; i : .objectives were maste/ed,by nearly al] beginning seventh'grader94
, -

Fifty-two percent of the "end'of grade 6"'ObdeblAies were
. .:,mastered by at:least,70% of the' students,

.

%., As with the 1973 test, the' MCTM haS cOvs ered 84 attainment;
....

as an accept-able leVel ipresentative
"nearly all'stUdents".

.
, ..

..,, .21 10 .

Y

Ir

.

6

4 . 6. ;,.
. ..

.y ' .. I.° ..
. -

I* , - . \
c. . ., -

6
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Assuming ,that the test items 'are apptol;riate, low levels- of

attainment could be-dpe to th-e-factthat,students do noiet have:

the requisite skills.at the time .of the testing. This in turn

ciould be due to either thefact that the objectiVe'is not

appropriate, i.eT, not minimal:; or,that the students have nbt

received appropriate..instruction.' Teachers atthe past two
,

assessment conferences havesupported the view that,with a

fear minor'exceptiOns, the tested objectives are minimal and,

that levels of atta inment will improve' when proper teaching °.

practices areappliect. ,See Section III fOr suggestetchanges
.

to - objectives which are felt to.be inappropriate in their'present
' . .

form.

RESULTS .AND SUGGESTIONS-

The resul of t4 l974 Grade f and Grade 7 test -s are repb"ked %

in the.fol'o.Wirs; 'Remarks directed at objectives and/or

.!test item
4
whji,,h w re not changed from '1973 are brief. The

wi-iters.ti
t

e maximized the ,space given ti) teaching suggestionS
; 4. I . :.

..l ,. .

Nnd flirt er dia. istic question's. We' encourage teachers to
e 1, ,

con'dugt urthe.r, lagnosis, by' objective, with' students who .

have no attain d the;bbjec ive. Many times wrong answers ,

can, be r.ceq, to-siTple miscOncepts.. 'It may only take a few

key'

1
que Lions tip uncover the.difA.'culty'and on or more 4

..,

relkte corrective ffieasures tli help a student et back on
,

course While It is not always that eas, good diagnoe.ticeo ,
. .r.,

ibstr ticc can..help Cut down on the need for
J later remedial

. mathe. atios'eclasses.
- v, 1 ''

I

.

LT

The jectives are grouped in sectinris according to .the content
.

." 'outl'ne used. in MPOMEM, Thecaayout for,repoi-ting the statewide .

.1
.

retu 'the objective description,. and 'a facsimile ,of a test .item ,,'.

Y ,

iC"

4

are dresente on.the/nextdpage., interpretiVe remarki, diaghost..

qL.1 tions'and/oiYtelihi g stigg4tions have been 'included, within
. , .

. 1.
.1. ..

thi section for each 'o' jecttiye. .

J '41-4
. .41. . 1.-. 4

:
0 : ;

.4'

. ; .
. )

.
2 ),, : .
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EXPLANATION OF MATERIAL GIVEN IN THE DBJECTiVh

AND RESULTS COLUN,
.i,

44

I. AR-I-A-6 .(Grade 14) 92%
..

,sIndicate objetts That Are Same a.t.0
}Items 56-6C,

'Gillen a set off
objects that are

...-
e '7 .

SI; : ./., . ...':. e--ea
. number

. , ,The 3tbjec.tive identity .assigned for. this test.-. .

.,, b. :rile Fbjectivers; fun. code nUmber as .1..t appears in 10/4E24.
,The objective.is to be mastered by the end "c* Grade

wasand was-bested c, the beginning of grade 4.", :. -
! all students t

. .

tedNinety-two percent of ll stUents es 4bt either

I.

/9."... 4 .

NI.

bjec.tv, the leatrner Wi4.1 recognize... ,.. :-- Itile ,same .size..
,....; /

r

4u or 5 out; of 15 test items1 correct for thii objective:
to see the ,rcents 'for zero corrgct,..See APPETDIX

1 correct, 2 co
correct.

I.,rrec, 3. correct", 4 C ecitec, and 5
04 A. i , .

IS ir. .... . .

e."-r The short t;itj4 :t6r,,the ,objective as given on the..MEAP-.i .,
data: reports t- -

z, .. /J., The item n
1

umberirig for the five test items.
-.'

,

g. 'The descriptip of' the tb j.eCi..i.ve being tested.*
1 ,

-'
...s IA t. 7*Several of the minimal performance obSectives 1,,?ere 'ewritten

. by the MEAP-.staff into a forfn more appropriate..for paper .and
. p_encil testing in a .group administered multiple choice forimat..Thi-s revised version istgiven in Section V.14.4 The' readershould review the warding op tIV original objectives in

Minimal' eerforman-tef Objective; po Mathematics Education 'In
Michigan (141:0?EM) .,......)

The writers recogniig the difficulties inherent in %group
administered multiple choice 'tests: We hope that teachers,
will continue td-use concrete objects for ,both instruction
and individual .111 t. We'f fkirthdr -4Z:cgfz.".tt, flirt-

to-1414-gialre.-1.denti.ft-taa---,-1----,--:
n changes the 'nature of- the skill

alter any objecti'ves.fraii"
format IA en such% al*altertt

.. "! or concept, 1.nyolved.:
.,r,

% W
4

S
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PRE- Ta.7-MER !NUT-MEATIDN

Classification

- )

1,: AR-I-A-6: Grade 4) (:,2%,

, Indicate DbjeLts That Are Same

Given a set of 6b,fects, the-

Ie4rner Kill recognize Objects
4F

t hat are -the same size.

Which .t." these apples are.ths

same size?
6

F. 3and(26

G 3,andl,"

t H 3 and4

J 1 and 2 4

2: AR-I-A-8 (Grade 4)

indicate Similar Geometric

Shapes 0

Items 51_55
0

Given an Object AhaPed like a

circaetritngle; Square, or

rectangle, the learner will

choAe the shape the Obje,ct

represents.

Which figure below has

about the same shape as

tpHis door?

F H

.. b

..1:-1 Stud,ent performance wa R to good on this objective. A minor
--.. .

yeading difficulty with thes items could be reduced if-,the nouns were
..'-%

cV

.

deleted and the words same an size were underlined.. N
.. .

I

71-2 Students having difficulty with this objective should begin working.

on classifying 'real objects on the basis of size. Check each student's
,

understanding of the 'vocabulary of size comparison. Ask: Which is.

slai-gest? Which is smallest?,

same size as this one? 4
. .

1-3 A suggested sctiAty involves real objects (like drinking, straws-,4of

v9.rious length4rand pictufes,of these Objects. The student picks up One:.
tl.

--.60j4ct_'cg og-4.he sttaws; apd,Ita-tcheq, it wi ahwith tha correspon:fling pic-Wres.

kc

Show me how you would find one that is the 10-

ir
k11 `



as the _l _ Object.
,

lo

6

He.or she is to find the nic-ture of the :*which is thesame size

.
%,

2-1 The performance -on this objective was very goody The Grade. 4 students

did not perform at a .higher level on any othe?'mathematics objective.

Ninety-two percent got all five items correct.

,

'2-2" Check -to see if the student is confusing same shape with same Size.

!

A student unable, to.aft.ain this Ajective may be having a reading Or
.

voculaty problem. Cut some shapes (squareg, rectangle8, circlet,

triangles) from heavy paper. Cut some shapes froth magazine pibtures frL,

for 4xample, 5 house window, automobile tire, Christmas tree, etc.

?SK the.&tudent to match the'shepes with of magazine, cutouts. -

Ordering Things
0

3. AR- 1 -A -16 (Grade 4) 75%

Indicate Objects Arranged Fu1k4to Empty

Items 91-95

Given asset of three containers, one full, Ione empty, an one

half - filled, the learner will choose the containers thatIre

arrisoged from full to empty. .1

Which picture shows the crayon boxes4in order from Punl to

empty?,.

F G H

NtiliA

Its

,,
3,1 The results- are less than satisfactory othis minimal objective.

A majoi\*Contributing factor in. this low level of ,performance may be a

sundersundaTstAnding of the vocabulary: "in order from full to empty"

It may also indicate that primary students are not, receiving enough

,experipnce with ordering real Objects. ,This mad', in turn, be a factor
..

the- -more general overall weakness involving ordering and eomparirig.

nulbers%
4

4 15
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11
I.

1:ePictures. do not always convey the I.1 nded idea to the child. It might

be better to use pictures of glasses, cups, arid bottle - and to have
I

these co stainers illustrated in naturaA settings such a .on a table or

counter top.

'3-2 }Hive the students draw drinking glasses--full of p0
. .

full. Have tnem.cut tnese drawings' out and paste them up

full to'empty. Ask: Wnich picture will come first? Whi

'empty, half

in order from

picture will

come Wtcn bict, will come bet'ween first and as The

nalf*-f'-'4 glass wil' come right after which glass? 1f-filled

glass w_ -1 come just before wick glass?

3..3 Paste pictures of full, half full, and empty containers separate

_41410s and nave the students arrange tne cards in order. Help them connect '

t

the aOti;.= of placing things in order w.ith pictures sOwing things in

order. Place the vocabulary of "in order from full ti empty' on the

spelling list..

4. AR-I-A-24 :Grade 4) 925

Incicate Longest and Shortest ;:tject

Items 116-120

Given a collection of five Objects.of varying

lengths, thp learner will identify the longest

or the shortest, as requested.

Which arrow Is tot longest?

A C

4-1 The level of performance '

on this Objective is quite
,-

good. Eighty-six percent got

all 'five items correct. The
. .

error most often made was

.choosingthe oppkite, e.g.,

shortest when longest was

correct and vice versa. r.

--2 instruction or.' this objective might initially emphasize the 'term

longest first. ":se real ;b jests.
t
Interpret the meaning of the suffix

"est". Have £he student in his or her own words, that he or she

cannot find a longer object in the set. After longest is comprehende d,

then begin to emphasize sm.:a-test. Emphasizing one of the pain- of
C

opo:-sites at a ti,re riaf; help allevitit-q-----t-he...o._;',nflision terms-.
.

...
.

1 G.



AR-1-A-39 (Grade 4) 91%

Indicate First and Last ,

Items-111-115

Given fivelsmall tots in a line, the learner

will identify the first toy and the last one.

W1-4ch turtle is last?

F G

*tit
J K

.e

12

5-1 The results are sat'is,

/ factory. Those students who'

made an error usudlly 'Sicked

the opposite, e.g., last for

first and vii..e.7rsa. Young

children often.re able to -

perceive first froth kgst but

they cannot :-.::4'nnect the
-.-

written park with their

perception.6
-2 ,Review tne, rules for judging which is first:' ynen.opjects or

pictures in a line have a front (car) or a face (cat) they are *ordered
by the we they are facing. When objects do not have an obvious front

. .$:r face box), they are ordered from left to right.

t11" ..
.

.5-3 Cnildreh need more concrete experiences with the vocpbulary of
arranging in order and comparing. .They especially need help in ma angi . Y . ,

. the transition from concrete exper,ience to reading.and.processing the
. .Vozab1.416ry. .t. .

Pre-Number Meaning

1

I

6. AR-I-B-7 ';Grade, 4) 83%

Choose Equivalent Sits

'Items 101-105

Given a set with less than ten objects, the learner will ideVify,.
anplivalent set.

4V

Which groJp'belOw hap the same number of metbers as X X X4.6thi4 group?
)( X X

Enla X X. nrn V7v7v7
1 4ODD X XX X. l'1011 vs6,'. , . 4,14

F

46.
f

6-1 The results Ilion this mtnimal'oiojectve are barely satisfactory.
Tnere.is no doubt that' nearly alk students would do well on this

.

3. 1
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. ,

ob,:aotiva if 4..c 7.easurest with setc of -^a-bs and the' questions
, .°

administered :ray. ite ms 2ouldbe improved sightly along

the f:,11-;:ing Lines:_;=undeiline-same nun.ber, draw.b,e.,'xes around the sets,

the .;,ord set 1.r.S.:tead of the word grou:2, use n'ctures liKe objects
f=r

:hece. the st4dehts' understanding of "same

oorrat,bohdanna.

humser of members

Encov,rage ,them to dral;: nnecting

th- :A.--oars of tw: sets' oeihE compared. AZ,K: which set has the
.

:f/marrar= as _..'mss

r

*f* *

7. ade 4)

Choose Sets iiivg Fewer Nutibers

,`";61,23

Give a iet of two to 'eiOt objects, the learner

will(identi.fy a set having fevier metbers than the

oriEinal set. '1
. . f )e X X X

WnIch grour t.a.s fewer members than this group? X X X X

XXXXX X X XXXX XXXXX
, .XXXX)t XXXX XXXX 'XXXXX

F G r H J

t
-1. The level of attainment for this' mindimal objective is less than

sat_sfact:,ry. ,percent 'missed ail five items. The most c,ommon .

in orre,.:ft.-h,-;ic 95"_ t: 745), ir:volved'selecting.the set whl,ch had

the m,-,st members: 'These students may have a concept of fewer which

,inyolves ',:.',:mparing many to few. Also, .the order of the, comparison may

be 'reversed yr, tneir minds. That is, the get in the vestion may be

view ,A, as havinE fewer embers 'tnan tne set s4,Ia3ta.d errr, the vailable
Th- items 20 ld be myised o use the.w:rd "less" in place of

4..
\The sets of c,bje:ta be "'boxed" tc make it easier to

with the set In the question.

8
.

4.%
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7-2 studants using tne word "less" in place of the word fewer.
Tr.t,=raw students wn-) do not respond oorrectly. Use sets of objects.
Aso :: Which set nos '*:ore riempers than this set: Which. set has the same

- as sat: Se definite about the' set to which you
..bra referring, Ask: Which set has less than this set?

S

Y.apl:ini7. in a ona-t:'.-or:e correspondence

s:ows .wh' cn set nos

_ess .

and which

o oi

I .

Order/i-di;:it Numbers

4.
8. AR-1-3-43 (Grade 4: .785;

inacata Appropriate Numeral For Point,On A Line
Item4 131-135

Given a line marked with congruent segments and a

_get of nuMber cards, (C -1C1; the learner will

Ohoose the appropriate number card for the point
on the line.

Which number go vith' the point marked by the arrow?

.
'

F 4

4

. 11.-

G 5 H 6 7

s 1

Tte trasults tor its minimal obejective'are 4.es:s than satisfactory.

The ino.:rrect cnoice4 siio* at letst two problem areas. ,First, where
available as a on'of,ce, from 9% to 115 of the students appear.to have
been selcotihg.the choice nearest the arrow - ignoring the number line
altogetner.. Of a more critical nature, where offered as a choice, from

to 1-4 appear t-o'have been counting the points on the number line.
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c:...-2 Students 'can be taught to prate succes/ Ilymith the number
. .

, liE "' the 'r.tia' ncot :f a unit interval 'developed carefully.

Have tne students b*,..ild and lapel their own numb line 'using materials
. ._

wni:h w.=...11 emphasize the unit interval and not th dots. ..Tinker Toy 1
- .

'sticks or drinking straws c:uld be used. Lay a st w or draw-a oath)

fr:m the origin dot to 2.3t 1. a second straw from D t 1 to.Dot 2,'anjother
..

to =ot "2,. et,. Later, c.li'ldren *T.Lay .9. unit straw alo g a line, mark off

.b.7.ints and number the7. tts tney brsoc=ed.

11

9. AP-1-1:-- -Grade

:noose Greatest and Least Nunter

Ite7.s

Given any three nunbers, c-1:, the

learner will-identiey wnich trumoer

is the,gTeatest and whiin is trh-:

least, on request.

Which nu.-ber is the least

A 4

B 3

C 6

AR-1-B-44 ; Grade
. .

:hoose Nunber Between Two umbers

Itens 76-80

Given two consecutive even c odd

n%.nbero, tne learner vill

-ha7e the hunber tnat co7es bctveen

the two given rumbersc

-..ter betveen 3,ana

F 2 -

G 4

H 6

38
*

The level of Ottainment is
4 -

sa:tisfactory.. Withi\;a little

attention 'and maintenpnce, it

cou.ld be h4her. The most common'

error involved,5electing the

greatest number when%the least.

requested (5% ta 7510);

.Chec.the 4ldentts under-

standing of the vocabularY. .Help

*the,stu4nts to connect the concept

of greatest with most and the con-

cept of smallest with least: ,

,

Evidence here and on s=e of

t(e other related objectives indilL

cates that there may be a general

need to.provide more exb'erience with

the :',ccabulary of order and com-

paring things and numbers. See

C..bjectives 3-11, 13-17. A student

failing any one or more of these

sttives should be intc-rviewed

regarding a11 of these objectives,



.wit"'"'""

res,4a.t is clite good. Eignr'-eight percent of the student ;'
an,:,wered.all five :Items correctly The m-)st common error, but at a'

1-_,4 level. as pond with the number that comes just,
oefore t:-Ja lesser T.,f tr two given nurbers.

lduelly with students on vocabulary and the concept of
.ordgenng 3 tnings as to length. ASK: Which straw is longer than -this

is
.

crlonest? Which straw comes just. before the longest?
sz,yaw is shortest? '4hich straw comes right after 'the shortest?
straw comes between the' shortest and the longest:. This can be

d:ne witn paperclip&'thatjereilinrce6
tbolether to form chains. Numbers

can easil:.-.be as.cciated with the lengths -tnrough counting the number
of clips in each

11. AR-I-B-45 Grade 4)

ChooSe Nurber Before or Rofter a
Nurber

Given a nurber fro.1.1 to 8, the

learner will identify the nuttier

that comes before cr after the

given nu tier.

Whicd ruttier comes right after 8?

A. 5

13 6

,1
C 7

D )4*

O

11-1 This result is not Satisfac-'

tory and could be much. better. Orlly

695 got all five of these seemingly

simple 'items correct. ,The range of ,

correct responses on the three "just.
before'.' items was 90-92: r r the
two, 'right after" items 4the6reVults

were 81% ai-,d 85%. On tIlese two

''right after" items, 16% 13%,

respectively selected the ",just

b!fore" respo,se., This pattern may
hive been conditioned by, 'she first
two items which were the-"just be-
fore" types'

11-2 See Remark 12-2. Regular attention to this concept and .the
vocabulary it the primary grades will yield improvement with this
objective.

21
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17

and 3-digit Numbers

. 4,

13;,A-I-B-55 (Grade 4) 715:

Indicate Number Before or After

Matber )41.thinA Decade

items 7i-75

. Given a set of sequentially orVApd

whole:numbers withn,a decade les§

than igo, such as 31, 32,-40, the

;earner will identify `he number

that.CiomeS Lmmediately efore or

after'll given nuber, as requested.

%(hick number comes just be ;ore

in the series (20,21,22,25,24):

A 20

B 21

C -213
t

D 24

.

"1.31.. This result is less than

satisfactory, but somewha under-

standable when thereSuits on
.

Objective 11 are taken int

account. The performbnce

"just bePoye" items is a 'tilt

rvi

.

.?

'_'..same level (from 79-80%) as`p.n i

the "right after" items 81%and /

8350
\ ... The most 'common error

4,

. 11 to, 16%) involved selecting
thi-pposite regponse..

13-2Print five 2-digit numbers'

ill a box' on the chalkboard. For!/'

example

Ask questions like: Which number

comes last? Which number comes
. between 53 and.55? Which'nurilber.comeguse before, 55? Which number
,cones light after 53? Fifty-three comes just before. which number? -.'

. ,

, .

.GlIA:th'e,siuterft.g..5 cardevithsa number printed n each card./ Hold
..* .,

' the tiTth card aha.a,sk: WhIch.n.umbeal comes just before (or right after)*
.

. . ...

this humter, 'Check to ;see, if the student understands order relative ,to
.'

,, .

.value versus the p*ical position of. the printed numerals. .-.
.

,

1 a ' ..
ca

p-I-B-67 (grade 4) 92%

Which of 2,Hunbers is

:Greater or Less

Liens 31-35 ..-

_liven -.2 two-digit nubers, the

-- -learner will tell which nuner

Is greater and which number is

less.

Which number is greater?

A 29

- '8 31
.3

i;

A4%

C

14-1 The 'level of attainment.i...

satisfactory. Nearly all studdnts-

-should do well with greater and

less by the.end of Grade 3.

Seventy-nine percent responded

correctly to all five items..

Guessing could be *More of a factgx

here since there were-only two .

. choices for, each item. There was
,

2 2
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y

no signif icant difference be,ween the correct-responses for,"greater"-

.
. and correct. responses for "less".

.

.
. .,.

14-2 A student who. responds thpt 75 .is less than 69- may'be Comp ring

.
. .. ,

.

the ending sound '"five" in seventy-five to the beginning ,sound "six"
a, - .

,in sixty-nine. Check your students with,a selection of comparisons to
,see if you can pick up which pa ;t of the stimulus they may be attendingNk

. - # . vto

16. oAR-1 -B.-81 (GraLle It) 6N
41

Choose Li1 t. of Numbers in

Ascending Order ,

Items 66-70

.Given a random list of twOgl and

three-di:git, nubers,4 the 'learner

will identify the list t,at is

Ir.. as:en-ling order : ,

44hich numbers are shwn from
least to greatest?

NY .14

- 16-1* This was one, of the three

lowest levels of attainrdent on the,-

Grade -4 test. It is ipteresting:,
,,to note (that Whild'90% (see

.Objective 9) could correctly

identify which of three nuMbeTs

was least (or greatest) only 65%

A 79, 98, 110, 123, 148

B 79, 110, 99, 123, 148

C 98, 79, 110. 123, 148

D 98. iio. 123. 148. 79?4"

could numbers arranged,identify

in .or der fTom least, to greatest.

On Objective 28, 81% could '
identify the greatest. (3eaii).

amount Of money.
.

Some cf.thNerr'or i8% to.10%41 appears to come from selecting the
reviirse.trder - giseatesit to! least. Some of the error may .be due to'

Parti;ularly on three items, many of the student's6.,
selected a choice where only the last' two numbers were out of order.
For example, on itein 67, 11% selected D. 98, 1105.123, 148, 79.
'While the objective' is minimal, perhaps four sets of from four to five
numbers each is too mush on a test.

While this is a.minimal'objective, it should be emphasized that 'it is4 ,a difficult and cx1plex skill. Thereare a large number af mental
pperations which must be made in comparing 3-digit number/6'in sets
of four or five numbers each. The hundreds' digits need

/o
be compared,

tens digits, etc., Similar to alphabetizing,' many stud, ts get lost in
the midst Of their comparisons.

I.
"This was objective 17 on the 1973- test: See,Appendix B for details:

1

23
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.

a .

L

14,-2 Tai your stu ents with three sets .0f. three to four numbers

each. .:-:tart with n bers,vwhich are eafilly compared, e.g., 17, 92,1578

and w,prk tcward finer.diseHminations. Check to see each studrit card:

identify 17 as the least n umber - .it.should:come first; iTentify 578

as-the greatest .number - it should c.-me'last. check to e if. the

studet havingdiffic,Ilty can orderj-Liper clip chains' by 1.6"hgth from

sn',-;rtest'to longest. Or if he/she cab tell which number in a series

befo< right` -after a--- given number. See remark 13 -2.
the. student or'der number cards from least to greatest.

17. AF-.:..-B-t2 ',Grade 4)

3reater

.

Given 2 three - digit' numbers

which have the same digits but

in differentYcsitions, the

learner will compare 't.em to

determine whrch Is greater and

which is lcss.

Which number is Bess?

'T 776

G 767

18. AR-I-B-84 (Grade 4) 805

Indicate Next Numberie a
. .

Sequence

Items 41-45

Given a couhting,seqUence of two

or four numbers, the learner will

writre the next number in sequence.

Which number cores next?

306, ,f),

D 15.

ti

a

%47-1 The results for greater/less

1' 3-digitnumbers §,s comparable

to that for 2-digit. numbers. - see

Obj.ective 14. Only 88% selected.
-

4 767 'as the correct answer' for item

humber.L7Q. Otherwise the perCent

.corret.per item for objective_17

aver=aged aboUt 5.2%. The fact

. ihat 776 can'be easily confused

with 767,-combined with the fact

that Items .38 and 3Q/were. both

"Whit number is greater";questions

may account for the lower perfor-

mance on Item,40.

.1)8-1 The results are not quite

satisfadtory considering th e low'

difficultiimplied by'

. the objective.' The writers feel

that the "which number gomes next".

pattern2sequence type of item is

not aeleadequate measure of the

II* 1

Objective. he question, "Which so

number comes next? is too.ambiguous%:.

There were two common errors shown

by the choice selection. On'the

24



average,
Item 143,,

- . response
unted

the sea

4

'

.4,

. '

. '' t.

4..
\ - . ,

,
.

.

. .item, 'about 90 selecte ,the- literal next 'whole number. In
.

selected 10. On Items 43,.,,e(nd 45 atikut12.76r selected the,
hich is the last number in ihe,:seqUeilde pTus Per'hap's , the.y.

y twos, a'nd perhaps this was condlticyneei-'lly Item 41 An. which,'.n e Baas 2, 4 6, ., _____. -- ,. 7 '

Skip ,:,..,unting 'is' gri important readiness skill for 'multipliaation'I
a _. it :zuld be helpful to _test .your. primary stutlents to' see if they can

.-
. .

court by .2' s i 3's, 5"s, and 10' s . Giirthe secuence 5, 6, g, 'and,
say: Ls err. at these numbers, if you' were counting bitr threes'," what .rtumbest .

.:-,,..rnes next?"' Give 15, 20, 25, and ask: If you were counting by.
...,..1:1-!es, 'what number C'emes neat? Extend this ac tiviiy.' by writing a4

: , 1.--'',:ur.lting sequence -of four numbers arM, ask the studerrts to identify the. . , .

pattern/
- t .A

.*

.

t

os

-

Money
.

15. AR-I-B-70 (Grade 4) 845
indicate Tne Values of ASet Of0
Dimes and Pennies e,

Items 146-150

Given a set of dimes and pennies
valued betWeen 11 and 99 cents
one dime,

.

one penny to nine

dimes, nine Pennies), the learner
will state'the value.

How much are 5 dimes and 6 gennies
worth?

F 5e4

G 564

H 654

J 66'1
-

4* .

11 The level of peformbncise
is. satisfaci,o14y. The. attainmerit '4

,would be slightly higlier, if coin,
ta'rid lipneST e'xaml5le0s were more fre-/
quently used in the classroom.

.
There were no detectabl errox .

patterns. Thret items 'involved
.

pictures of
.

coins (the perfOr:-
mances were 04%,.87%- and 85%);
and two 'items were Item 148;

gt,

.15-2 It is difMult. to use climes
and perinies illustiate and rein
force tens and ones in numerition-,i
'if the,sstudent icloesn' t understand
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the Toney.. Check yur students understanding of the worth of dimeS' and
.

,.

pen les. I Use real coins or good facsimiles. Obtain a set of ,carets with'.
'P. , .a 1 csimile of various coin combinations on each_card. For example; ',
te card6 showing from 1,to.16 pennies; ten cards shimirit frora 1 tos10

'.dl/me ei4hty7one.cardt showing from one\slime and one penny to 9 dililet,

a- a. pennies. These cards cap be used in drills; games and-as a
--

har2dy:format for ai-ious problem applications.. ,..,,

I ,

if
- 1/4

cc

,
Numbeil;Me8.14ipg

\Grade 4) 71-:,

Indicate a f;',:Tber That is, A Multiple
. -

of 2
.

Items 51 -,.5

Given- the c.ount,ing nu hers 1 -1D, .the

learner 4.i1141 indicate the that are

multiples of 2.

Which group has only even numbers?-
,

1-1 The level of attainment is

less than satisfactory. Seventeeh

-percent"'..of'the students answered

no more than one item correctly.

The objective doeS not call'.for.the

reeognition of the term "even":
. .

It is'reasonable,'however, to expect.
, . ....

.

-?,A .2.2.3.4 ' . ;that, by the end "of Grade '3, nearly.

B 2, 6, &
s

all Students,Wbuld be:able to'
C 4,5;6 identify an even number. Two of

. ..,

D .6. 8; B , , ) .tilitb .five items inVolved identifying

, . , ' a set. .of thiee e;6n%nuMbers. The '2;

levdl of performance was higher tor:the three items requtring.ohly the.
.

choice of'a single even. number. , .,
. Is.:

, .
.

. . .- 4 . .
7 ,' . . 7.4.

19- l'he implication from the results is that approximately .30% of-
., , _ . 4 .

,..the beginning trade student do not know the tend even number. The;-.

, . .

= , terms even and'pdd.should be recognizdd and understood by nearly.ail
.

stud'ents'by the-end of Grade 3. Emphasizing multiples Of 2 makes a
. A

.valuablecontribution to subsequedt developMent with multiplication:
, .:'

....
' Have-the students group objects in two'ravls: Even, numbeied arrvSc

%
.come out even, i.e., two equal rows. 6heeiNosee who can count by .

twos: 'Work on doubling make,e4n numbers. When the, two addends

are equal, then the sum is doable - and" 6h even number.
. 0, . .

. 1

. * - 3 El 0 -. 3 El DO -
. .

,
, -+ 3 . rEl Cl .+ IV 0 1:100.1.

,... -,.., 6 'Comes out even 7 HmmrThat's odd.
:=0*.

.. .

__..., . .

-..r.-...'

. -

''..."

,.
,... -.. 2A . , ,-

6.,
4, .. .

. ,
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23. -B-86 .(Grade 525

Se_ect Set With twi:e As .,any Members. As Another

:tems 121-.125. :

Given a set-of ob'jlects, the learners will select

another. set that tall have twice as many objects.
tir

Whicn group below has twice as many kites kes this

group

Pq.

F

4510k

a.

e.er' -.

Tnisswes 3b,:eotive 21 on the 1973 test) The terminology "twice
as many" is not familiar to beginning Grade 4 stmdentS. An apparently
ccmr. nisc,:ncept Contected.with the' phrase twice as. many seemslo
involv'tne idea of "lots more". In three items the greitest number'
of m-r:.beis in the ets 'offered was seletted by from 20% to 22% of the
students, i.e., twice as many,means lots more. In the two items, the
greatest number was twice as many an d* the level of performanceWbs

corresp-Adingly.nigher on these two items. It is recommended that the
objective and-test items be changed to "two times as many".

20-2 Test ycur students usinelthe termiMlogy 'two times as .many"
4

instead ofIt wice as many". For those that fail,try the follgwing.
Develop the idea of building two rows to show 2 times as many. Say:
Build me a set thathas two times as many-blocks as this -

r

.3 ,Three bne.time

3 Three two-times

6 two times 3 is 6

4

Connectthe cpncs,.pt-of two times as many with doub;ing and with-laultiples.
of 2.

-27
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Numeration

A

12. AR-I-B-64 (Grade 4) 86%

Identify A Numeral Less Tha0100

Items 121-125

Given .?.set of tens and,ones-ivresenting

nuMl$tx.Lless than 100, the learner will

identity the numeral. .

-0
HO* many balls are in this graip?

F 45 G 56

WOO* 500 3

1

H 65 J 74

2-1 The level of performance is satisfactory. .Some students may .

.have counted all-of.the balls ih each item. ;Hopefully, most counted

the,sets of-;Ler and. courted tt)a singles left over separately.

12-2 Test your students with bundles.of sticks (pepsicle, swizzle,

tongue depressors, etc.). ,Check to see if he or she can accept 7

blihdles of 10 as 70 or does he or she need to count them out as

seventy singles. Check to see if the student'cari: count by tens; tell

yoa,how many groups often in 50, in 80, in 85.

Have the children count: ten,

ttr:enty-one, twenty-two,

twenty-three, etc.

4.0 lwr Au. .14

2 3

Ask: Which means seventy-two,

7 tens 2" ones or 2 tens qrones?
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1. AR-17B-E7 (Grade 7) 77%

Ioentify fluber 100/1060 Larger .

items 6-10

Given any four digit number, the

learner will identify the number

that is 1C0 or loop more or less

than it is, without using formal

addition prsubteaction.

What nur-s'il r is 100 more than 2,746?

A 2,645

B 2,755

C 2,846

D 3,746

24

1-1 The results for this minimal
objective are less than satis-

factory for end of Grade 6. On
three of the items involving

100/1000 more, from 11 to 22 per-

cent of the incorrect responses
involv4d the wrong place value.

'For example, in Item 9, 15%

selected 3,746 foi. 100 more than
2,746.' Whether any. of tine stu-

dents were attempting to add in
the "less" itemsywhen they should

subtract and vice.vei-s'a for the
4
more" dtems is not clear because

the choices did not allow for this, .Nor is it clear tg what degree
students attempted to respond incorrectly. using "less" when the request
was for "more%

1-2 It is not clear why the students did not perform gpetter on these
items. Cheorr, to see if your students can explain that 1,000 less than
5,346 means 1 less in the tnousands place, i.e., 4,346. Print the
digits in place value columns. Use an abacus and connect the termin-.

:logy-1,030 less with removing one bead on the thousands plac'e wire;
adding. one bead for 1;000 more. Similarly, for 1004more and 100 less.,

$

4

Show me wh 1,000 less than 5,346
%

means on this abacus (or counting
frame). Do ypu put a bead on or-

take a bead off? In which place?

29,
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2. ARII-B-69 (Grade, 7) 95%

Identify Arlebib Numeral

Items 1-5

Given a number orally, the

learner will identify the

arabic numeral.

The test questions were read

to the students. For item

!further 5 the teacher read:

Choose the numeral that rep-

resents ONE THOUSAND SIXTY-NINE.

The students had to find and

mark their answer.

A 169

B 690

C

D ifixo

2-1 These results are quite good.

glaching to read and write numbers

i important and the results here

are encouraging.

2-2 Five percent of the students

missed 2 or more` items. 'It is

importaht to further test your

students with same common error

producing'numberVsuch as vie

thousand fifty (1,00'50) or eight

hundred nine (8019). Record these

and other numbeTson tape cassette

and let the students practice

transcribing them.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACT .ION WITH WHOLE NUM BERS
P ,

AR-II-A-1C (Grade 4) 96%

Add Tim-Digit and One-Digit

Number/No Carrying

Items 11-15

Given addition exercises involving's

a two-digit number plus a one - digit

number'requirinc no regrouping'

(carrying)) the learner will find th#

sums with or withaat the use.of aids.

A 36

32 B 38
4- 4

C 40

D 46

. .

y1-3

glass

21-1 Congratulations to teachers

land children. 96% was the highest

15ercentage correct for any tested

objective. Regular maintenance

should keep performpnce high.

21 -2 For those children who did

not succeed, try to determine ifs

the difficulty was a lack of fact
.

knowledge eipecially with zero,,'.

or a lack oil"sign" recoglition

Ask:. How much is 0? When nQthipg

is added will there be more?

For teaching addition with zero, pour the amount in each ADDEND

into the SUM.glass. 'Finish the number sentence;

A SU4 4. 0 .

. . 30
oe .
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Recognizing -signs: rIn each sentence write in the true sign:

.

6 o - 7 = c j 7 7= :LL;. 0 4 = 4' 6 3 9

. I.

3. AR-:I-A-g2 ,Grade 7)
9if

Add and 17, 2 -, and .3 -Digit Nambers

Items. 21-25

Given addition exercises involving a

three-digit number plus a one-, two-,

or thAie-dIgit addend, with or withwt

regrcuping ,carryingl, the learner will

idertify the sums, using any techniques.

A 692

434 B 711
+ 268

C 711

D 712

INIM11

3-1 The,h:lah-percentage of

attainment indicates that sr:ill

yith the addition algorithm is

maintained well through .the

tar;; gPades. Instructional efforts

with addition of whole numbers in

Grades 5-9 could welbe on a more

individual.basis.

In several items, selection of an

incorroot answer was probably due

to failure to regioup in the TENS

and/or HUNDREDS'place(s).

3-2 AsK: in what place do yoll add firs t? If the sum is less than

10 what do you do? If the sum is greater than 10 what is the procedure?

Will you need to rename a ten, when both addends are less than 5? When

both addends are 5 or greater than 5? Why'? Suppose only one addend

is areter than 5 -- is it possible to liave a-sum of 10? Nan9 some

combinations where -this is true (3 7, 8 +2, etc.)

3-3 Practice having one suggest the first addend and another

:hild supply a secondaddend sufficient to make regrouping necessary..

Everyone works the problem to determine if specifications have 'Veen

met. Specify some prpblems That will not require regrouping, and some

that require regrouping in both places.

First child: 2, 8

Second child: 1 3

31I ,

First child: 3 7

Second child: .+ 7 9
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22-2 Test the child'srecognition of thewhole set by asking him or

her to draw a ring to show the whole. Furt4er test this objective

using diagrams such as:

27 Mb

22. AR-II-3-9 (Grade 4)= 67%

Nuolcr Sentences/Subtraction

Items 136-140

Given a' set of objects or 'pictures showing a subtraction

re4ticnsnip with ccabinatie:s to 18, the learner will

identify an appropriate number sentence.

Which numba sentence below tells about this picture?

F 4 -4$2 = 2

G 6 2 = 4

H 2 -1- 6 = 8

J 8 6 = 2

-

:

22-1 It. :s itpor',fant:tc teach children to draw and interpret pictures.

The great nari-.oer of in--rra-t responses is each of the five items on

both L.ne 1973 and 1972- tests indicate that the children could not re-

late the picturedts,:, the correct equai.ion. .33% massed all five items on

. th.. 1974rtest.

It appears that most children who selected. incorrect answers interpreted
eV

the picture not es one set of '',.lojectstwith a subset removed (separation

subtraction),

but as two sets of objects to be compared .(comparison subtraction),

, .
6 2

- 2 = 2.

e'

Produce pittures Aimilar to those in the test, and ask the children:

What does crossing out a member of the set mean to you?N:How many-were

in the set of flowers before- some were crossed out? How many were
A

crossed out? How many 'Were left':

t

32.
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4 28

one childran tl idant'fy tha-wh-le and then the 'known or
given tart. child dra.v.s'a set of simple .objects on the chalkboard,
and invites a classmate to tell

tr.

tna

-
.

many in all and to select and X

0b,:a-ts and write the acuatcn:

tnat

may not

2!. 3rac. e.4.5

N.r.der Se tenses A4-1 -4c- or

SuctrIcticr-:dentify :peration

:te-s

51ven s-ttracticr word proclet

read ty the tea:ter involvirt cot-

bi-ators tb 2S, tte :earner will:

1; identify tte operation,

2, identify an appropriate nutber

serteroet and 3 identify tne

:Ins r

:-At is seventeen years cid. is

ister is el.even years 'old. Nnic:r,

letter answer to -_s how uch older

To.. is ;tan ..is sister?

A :7+ 6 = 23

B 11 5 = 6

C 6 + 7 = 13

D 17 11 = 6

What 'v. 2 S the girl's

many did Sue navel

n

Sa.m?

The

7r.e. importa;:.t concazt'is
,c r ing r c"'" t ra

23 -1 The word prcbrems were read

tne teacher and conta4ned

s:mole words. Clearly, the, dif-

was not due to'reading.or

word meaning, but rather c

visualizing ofdthe ideas contained

in each problem.

23-2 -17c determine i-f childFpn

have developed the ability to

understand, think through, and

visualize a word problem, the

teacher reads a word problein to

the class only once, and'as4S

detailed questiong:

Sue had 11 pennies.: Sam had 9,

pennies. How many more pennies

did Sue have tIlian Sam?

by's raa'7 What dtl'they have? How

Did they have the same number of pennies?
Wnc had more? What did the question ask? What is the answer? Draw
a picture of Sue's pennies. 'Drag a picture of Sam's. Which would
you rather have? Why?

33 4
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rely develop the visualizing ability, a different

read to the onildren every day 1';:r man3r'weeKs, and detailed
questions are as!,.e.d. 2hild.ren are asKed to select the correct number
sentnce for earn problem 4"" rom, a set written on the chalKboard,-or

one teat explains the problem in, numbers. Try tape recording a
set of story or."- -.=ms. detailed c.;estions oould.also be taped
or brinted on 5 by

, cards.

Grade 0.

N.,anerical Set :voparlsons

:tems 126-13:

-aven two sets of oblfeots, one wf-tn more than the
otter, tne lear:ter w11: identify now many more netbers
It

How many more bottle, caps are in the larger group than In the sr...aller group/

F 4

G '/
e.3 eaGDG:ic.:1,G)a

H 8 E3 Ea EDIElt

,12

A

2"-1 .Tha phrase, "than in the smaller group" was added to each item
_on thc. 1974- both the 1973 and 1974 tests, the most common

error was to identify the large group that was readily seen to contain
more members, count the members of this set, and name this. number as .

the answer, instead of completing the comparison idea of telling how
many more the larger set contained t't-la4-1 the smaller one.

2. -2 Comparisons may first be shown by lining up the objects in a

spatial-relatidarrangement, or 6T a one-to-one drawing of the two
sets', and by writing the comparison subtrectin sentence. Later; the
concrete objectse or tne pictured sets are not lined up but gr'Ouped in

an informal manner where the children must count and periorm subtlietion
to find out "how many more". Bi`eaKing tne problem down into Simpler
questions helps the child foc.us on tne parts.' ASK: Which set is
larger:. H-w many in' the larger set z How many in the smaller? How
many mire in tr.e, larger set tan in the smeller:

G = 2
3 4' I
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t:lat cnildren nave an i.r.nat sense that it is fair to

snare . equally, adgtua:fon may, be created'where two children receive'

non-equivalent amounts -.cf candy. Ask: Did John end Dan receive

equiivalent arf:',nts :f candy': Wno has the larger amount of candy246 Ho

mar: 17an need to have. as many as John? When you are

asked tc'tell n:w an mote one chid has than another how can you find

2:.

Suttrat '..ne-DLrit From No-fit

Nmber .c

:te-s :6-2:

Given a two-alzit number, the learner

w1:1 subtraot onetigl't rrbers with

rro regro-pIng borrowing with or

-ze cf =.44S

F 20

27 1G 214
H 23

1 25

25-1 The results are very accept-
.

able. The perCent correct per-
b

item ranged from 92% to 96%.

25-2 To ascertain how.the children

who did not achieve the objective

may be nelped, first test for

facts mastery. Also, have indi-

viduals say aloud wriat they are

thinkineras they solve similar

problems.

25-3 PrIctice only a few dit,

ficult facts at a time, mied in

with lEft7.7r;7-t7-f-'v- facts that are 'well krown. Make a game of learning

T3r.se. Easy facts score 1 pint, while difficult ones score 5 points.

I.

26. AR-II-B-16 ,Grade 7) 467'5

Subtract Two-Digit Fro-. Two-Digit

Nuoter .1:;o Borrowing

Items 21-25

Given a two-digit nur,ber. the learner

:all subtract a two-digit nurber with

no regrouping ;borrowing-

A 25

Mr 8 35

73
C 41

D 62

26-1 The variation Qf errors makes'

it difficult to determine the

major reason for the errors..,Ap-

parently, transposition was a

cause of some wrong answers, for

7% o.f the children selected-52 for

an answer that should have been 25.

26-2 Ask: 'In what place do you

subtract first? Where is the

answer written? In what place do

35.
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you sqbtract next? Where is this answer ritten? Howare the two -

subtractions alike? Why,is it importan. that the answers be written

in the .correct places?

26-3 Ts illustrate the similarity of u .g the same facts knowledge

in both the; ONES and TENS places (or in any decimt place), driw discs

on the, chalkboard; ap4 do the necessary crossing out as the subtraction

is performed..

8 0
°
*IZL

Theiexpanded form is used to review subtraction in the places, first -

5

-1.2 2

1

-,P,aper discs (different colors for

TENS MI ONES) are taped to the

chalkboard and removed as the sub-

traction is performed in each place.

- TENS:

. 7 5 ----> 7 tens 5 ones

- 3 LL tens 3 ones

Plade names are said by the child as he,works he problem:

"5 ones minus 3 ones equals 2 ones. 7 tens minus 4 tens

equals 3 tens."

4. AR-ID-A-26 (Grade 7) 87%

Add :Two Or Three NUMkers

Items 26-30

Given ad dition'prObaems involving
t

twolor three addends with three,

fesur, Live, or six digits, with

or without'regroup,khg, tne'learner

will find the sums., using any

techniques.

A 52.651

?.,371 B 52,761
50.452

+ 938 C 53,651

D 53,761

4-1 Most errors .were due.to

failure to regroup in the TENS

place Orin the THOUSANDS place

evidentry,the same regrouping

difficulty experienced in the

Fourth Grade has been carried

through to the Seventh Grade.

' These results are'satisfactory, but

more improvement could be expected

after a period of drill and prac-

'tice. Some of the regrouping

errors, may have been caused by

cerelesshess. fFifteen percent'

selected 52,761 qn Number 29.

. 3 3
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4-2 Similar to diagnosing in Objective 3. Also, ask children to think
aloud,as.they work similar problems. These thoughts may be taped and
replayed, giving ch4dren a means of diagnosing their own work.

4-3 S.ince forgetti'r.g to regroup is .a common error, an adding pattern

Should be established to help children guard against forgetting. This
may include always adding in the same direction from the top down the

;

column and to "carry" any tens that must be regrouped to the top of
the next higher-place column to be immediately added to the-numbers in
this p?eace. This pattern is foll*ed throughout the problem.

5. AR-::-B-2.) ;Grade 7) 620

Subtract 2- Or, 3 -Digit Number From

3-Digit Number.

Items 11-15

Given a thre.e-digit nunber, the learner

will subtrac4 ectwo or three-digit

nunber, with Or without the use of aids.

A 522

800 B S23
277

C 533

D 677

A

5-1, Although statewide the

achievement etas nearly acceptable,

3% of the children missed all five

6r the items, and 26% failed to

subtract correctly from 800. The

range of percent correct for the

other four items was 84% to90,5.

This is a minimal objective, but

results show that help is needed.

when it is necessary to regroup

twice and when zeros are involvea.

5-2 To see if Children 1.1ndarstand when regroupingis necessary; give
fact problems,.liKe those shown below, and ask children to work only
those that can be answered (using a whole number).

0 8 6 8

-7 -5 -6 -9

On two items, 13 and` -15 (shown on page 33), a high percent of the stu-
dents (.11% and 8% respectively) selected an incorrect choice which may-
indicate, that they were performing their regrouping in a mindless or
mechanical fashion. Cheek individual children to see if they are
making this type of error.

1

37
vy
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13. -W010

-.277
5 3 3

11%
15. 1215..

5 7 7

They write a one just above eabh digit in the ones end tens place;

theta they cross out the digit in the hundreds place and write the

.number which is one less just above the crossed out digit. Then they

subtract in each place.

Using plastic glasses taped to the chalkboard, and stickS bundled in

sets of 10's and l's, ask the child to illustrate the problem by per-

forming the necessary action as he does, the writtefF'work. (See

illudtration in 1973 Monograph', p. 19).

Give a problem

6 2.5 Ask: Can we subtract in the ONES place? What must we

-, 5 8 provide to make subtraction possible in the ONES

" placg? Can we subtract in the TENS place?, What

is necessary tomake subtraction possible in the

TENS place? HoW is the work.similar for both .places?

Include problems involving zeros such as:

4 0

- 2.7

1 0 0

- 27
4 0 3

-' 8 1

5-3 For help withNumber 13, try the quick method. of renaming - place

the hand behind tle TENS place (covering the ONES place), and'see 80.

tens instead of 0 tens. This allows 1 ten to be regrouped, leaying

79 tens.

o
All 80 tens are easily seen; 9 is never written over
the ONES place.

- 2 7 7 --- Subtraction may be performed in every place without
further regrouping.

Note: See the diagnostic test for subtraction in Section V.

-33-
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION WITH 'WHOLE NUMBERS

6.. AR-II-C-6 (Grade 7) 47%

Represent Repeated Addition As

Multiplication

Items 31-35
.

Given a repeated addition

sentence, the learner will

.represent it as a multiplica-

tion sentence with its product.

9 + 9 + 9 * 9 = 36. means the
same as which one of the following?

4F 9 3 = 36

G 36 X 1 = 36

If 31 4 = .36

J 4 X 9. =, 36

6-1 The
r

level of attainment for .

this objective, while satisfactory,-
could,be a,little higher. Some of
the errors were no doubt due to

.

carelessness. Approximately 6%,to
8%pf the students either. ,selected

the wrong operation e.g. 6 + 7
instead of x7,7 =.4a or they ,,

selected an unrelated but true

e.g. 36 x 1 ... -36 instead

of 4 x = 36. Perhaps some of
the "end of sixth graders." had

forgotten about repeated addition
.

and were c.onfused.as to the ques-

tion, "...means the sameas which
of the following?"

t

6-2 Multiplication may be introduced using the equivalent set approach.
), When sets.arenot equivalent, they may only be totaled by counting or

adding. When sets are elitlivalent-they
may be totaled by counting,.

adding, or MULTIPLYING:

(1a) 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.. 0

2+ 3 4
I,

'(b) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0
3' 3 , 3 + 3 =

4 x3 .

Count

or Add

4

:Count,

.os Add .

'-or Multiply

Ask: "Hoziaahy-timea do you-see,3-in (a)? In (b)? Which addition
0sentence may be expressed as a multiplication sentence? Write the-

muTplication sentence."

2.
6-3 lahen multiplication is introduced in the earlier grades have
chi1dren.mak^e equivalent sets of,blocks or other'objeCts, and write
'addition and multiplicatiop sentences to fit

/

the conprete examples.

39
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or.

bo

"*. "

Conversely, children illustrate multiplication sentences using blocks

or other -Objects,:. .6 x 3 may be illustrated with stiAs as shown: -

1111111111111

7, AR-II-C-11 (Grade.7? 94% .

Inverse Mulpiplication

Items .3-40

Given two numbers, the learner will

demonstrate that the order in which

they are:multiplled,does not change.

the product.

Which one of these names the same

-nbmber as 16 X 12?

F 12 X 16

G 16X16

:1Xi2

J 12X la

8.7-1 While the high level'of

attainment seems to indicate

that the commutative concept is

-being successpully taught-and

learned, a great deal of the.suc-

. ,

cess may bedue to thesimilarity ,

between the numbers in the

, question and those of the correct

answer;' -- even if a child does

. not know the.concept he will

probably 'choosy the correct answer.

One df,the ite;nscontained an.

answer with'aplus sign but with

'.:fiumbersImilAr to the question,
.

brid'5% of the children selected this incorrect answer.
.
,
- -

4 -4.
. ,

7-2 Determine lf,..t4e student was merely careless in selecting 'his/her.
.. ,

response:
.

- ,
.%...-

.

. ,

,
.... , .

7-3 Most students understan4 commutativity by the end of grade 6.".
,

For those who do not,here'are some tteaching suggestions: .

0 . .

r .'

(a) Give seesaw problem; e.g., if there are 4 object each,''
._ .

weighing 10 kilograms on one side, and you put 10 objects

on- the other, ,what must be the average weight of each?
. .

(b) Draw arcs above a number line to*show,8 x 2, and arcs below

to show 2 x 8. ti

(c) Make a rectangular array. Write.the nultiplicatiOn fact.

Turn.the array'end write this fact. Compare..'

" 2 X 3 =.
4 3 X 2 = 6

4

,
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36.
/

(d) Have the child look at-the kultiplicbtion chart for the answer
to a fact, commute the fact ,and look for the 'answer to this
new fatt.. Vor chiaciren learning the facts, the/ commutative
concept is particularly valuable; for it allows him to learn
two factsat one time., thus decreasihg the learning of 100

0 fact's to 55.facts.

8. AR-II-Y-13 (Grade 7) SO.%

Multiply 1-Digit Nutber and Multiple
Of 10/10?

Items 51-55

Given a one -digit number and (10,20...),

(13L.230...), the learner will identify
the 1.oduct.

8 X 40.0 = p

A. 201:1
g

B

C 1.200.

D .N.,;,2(n

* x 33C: =

Think: x 3 12

write -2 zeros -after 12,

so L x 300 = 1200

8:1 While 91% achieved success,
only 75% were able to answer all
5...items correctly. Errors in-

cluded,ending zero difficulty,

'fact errors, and adding instead
of multiplying. 4

.

8-2 Determine whether or not the
.

andsstudent unders tands the shortcut
f orm of mulettlying multiples of

n and multiples of 100 by an-

nexing.zeros. _Have the students

verify their answers by repeated
addition,

Check: .3010

300
300

4- 300

1200

Emphasl-ze that multiplying with multiples of ten and 100 is a helpful
tool for estimation. For example, to estimate 6 x 283, think:
6 x =.1809.

a
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9. AR.,::_-1;, Grade 7) E7' IL

Multip1S' 2-Digit and 1-Digit Numbers

Itets 46-5Z

Given a two-digit rter to be

multiplied by a one-digit number,

the ;earner will,identify tte

produ:t, with or v.5.1;n:ut aids.

67 X 7 = 0

F 429

G 462

Il 469

. 479

you need to reg'ro,up? If nit, tell

.your TENS product from the ONES pl

problems in a similar manner.,

u2
x 3

9-1 The objective is' minimal and

the statewide performance was

acceptable.

Only 72% of the children correctly

answered all' five items. Neglecting

to regroup was the major cause of

errors. In Item 50, 7%. missed

7 x 7, confusihg i with 7 X 6,

clearly, a fact error.

9-2 Snow children problems, some

requiring regrouping and some not,

and ask: In the first problem do

the number of tens you will add to
ace. (answer 0.) Treat the other

1

2
x

6
u8

x 8

9-3 Make children aware that when multiPlying in the TENS place or
any higher place, they will be adding in "some" tens or '60" tens from
the ONES place. Fix the idea of always regrouping even if it is zero
tens. Use alfarray to illustrate 2-digit multiplication. See'page72.

. Hint for multiplyin5. 7 x 7. both factors are odd numbers so the answer
will be odd,. Think 49. When' is a product even? Are most products on
a multiplication chart even, or odd numbers? Why?

10. AR-II-D-5 (Grade 7) 87%

Supply Missing Factor /ultiplication

Items 56-60

Given a sentence with one since

digit, a missing factor, and a

product (wtole nunberi), the warner

will *identify t'he.missingfteaor.

4 X 0 =32

A e

B 7

C 8

D 9

10-1 While-the results are not

unsatigteCtOry, it is hoped that,

with Some regular maintenance of

the .facts, the results could. be

better.

Most confusing faCts.wete 9 x 7,

9 x 6, 8 x 8, and 8 x. 7, and4e.7*

lated missing factor problem's.

42
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aie a child a missing factor sentence, and,ask him to illustrate
lkt using bl:;oks or by drawing a simple picture.

x 15
*** *

*****
IJ .Felate.four _acts, e.g., 4 x 3; 3 x 14, 12 4- 3, and 12 4- 4. Show
how a single simple diagram or array can'represent all four at the
same time.

11. AR-II-D-7 (Grade 7) 83%

RewriteDivisioh Fact As Multiplication

Fact

Items 86-90

Given a division fact, the learner will

identifyi it rewritten as a multiplication

fact.

Which Tnulufilicatson sentence below below is
is the inverse of 18 = 6 = 3 ?

A 6 X 18 = 108

B 18 X 3 = 48

C 3 X 18 = 48

D 6 X 3 = 18

11-1 A common incorrect answer

involved replacing the 4- symbol

with x e.g. 15 x 3 = 75 for

15 = 3 = 5. Knowledge of the

meaning of "inverg,'Y is necessary

to correctly answer the items on

the test. The test items should

be rewritten to avoid using the

word inverse. It is not used in .

many textbooks and it is not re-

quired by the `objective.

11-2 Check to see if the student

understands that multiplication and.

division are inverse operations: Note that the operations are inverses
of each other, not the sentences.'

When sets are equivalent we can find 'out how many altogetherlby the
operation of multiplication.

4

Ask:. What inverse operation separatfis the number of objects altogether
back into eqUivalentsets?

Ask: What i tY inverse operation of division?

What is the re11 Mull.4011Ckion sentena. for 12 4- 6 = 2? (6 x 2 = 12,
or 2 x 6 . 12).

4'3
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11-3 The inverse operations of multiplication and division may be

illustrated by blocks, spoons arranged in glasses, buttons in arrays,

or Qther concrete objects.

I. X 2.= IZ

12 ÷ = G
2 = 3

o

O
O
0

0
0
cx

O
O
0

0 0 0
0

Co:3) +1=1'

(4 -.- 3 = A.2 #O)

Play the ".ihvel-se" game whenever there is a free 'moment during the

day. Say: Phil, repeat what I say andsinen tell the related division

senter.c "e, x 3 = 32, and ". (Phil:* 4 x 8 = 32

and 32 8 =

12. AR-II-D-9 (Grade 7) 76%

Division /One- Light Divisor, Dividend

Less Than IOC .

Items 71-75

Given a One-digit dilvisor (fktor)

and a dividend (product) of less

than /CO, the learner will identify

the quotient :missing factor) if .

there is no rem finder.

7gT

12-1 This is not a satisfactory

level of performance for the end

of Grade 6. Poor knowledge of

the division facts, of regrouping,

and of the division.tteps, all

contributed to the disappointing.

results.

12-2' Ciseck the student on his/her .

thultiplicbtion facts: See how well

the child can estimate the-quotient.

mouse the division problem:M-17 and

ask: Will yonswer be less than

10 or greater than 10? How do you

know? Will your answer be greater than 20? Explain. If you use 1 ten

as the'TENS part of your answer how many will you have divided? What

remains to be divided? What is the ONES part of your answer?

12-3 The equation foi-m and the box form for division 'may bath be

practiced at the same time. Also, the diVision equation and the multi-

plication equation may be associated to show the relationship between

the two operations.,
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Have the students picture the division question'ein this manner: The
di.:idend, 9l, tells'm4 now many strays I. have. The divisor, '7, tells.
me how many drinKing glasses. The division question is, "If I divide
these 91 straws among the 7 glasses, how many straws hill be in each
glass and how many will be left over?"\

1

7)9 1
7 0

:..an put 1 group of 1,.'? in each glass that is 70 straws and leaves
21 yet to be divided.

Seven times what will equal 21?

How many straws re:nein to be divided?

L

13. AR-II-D-15 (Grade 7) 65

DfVision,/,)ne-Digit Divisor,

Four-Digit Dividend

Items 76-80

Given an exercise with a dividend

of four digits or less, and a

one-digit divisor, the learner will.

identify the quotie t.

F 2,120

srl;ff G 480

510

.1 514

1 3.
7

7/ 0

2 1 7 threes
0

13-1 The poor results were largely
due to fact errors and failure to

properly distribute the dividend.

13-2 The teacher'may wish to

devise a diagnostic test espec4lly
suited to his own children. A

sample testis included in Section
V of this monograph. Plan a course
of corrective actionfor'the partic- .

Ular needs of the children based on

the diagnostic test.

fis
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FRACTIONS -, MEANING AND ORDERING

14., AR-II:-A-1 (Grade 7) 697;

:dentify Congruent Parts

Its 176-1E50

Given several ob,!ect;, some divided into

corgruent parts, sore divided into non-

congruent parts, the learner will identify

congr1ett parts.

Which figure is divieed into congruent

A

parts?

C

/J
D

1.4-1 The performance is low on
a9 both the 1973 and 1974 tests, con-

sidering that equal-size parts is

an essential idea for fractions.

:en percent of the students did

not even get one item correct.

Some errors probably occurred be-

cause a given circle, square (or

rectangle was not viewed as a

tingle unit that has been cut into

'parts. Also, there is probably

tible in recognizing when given parts are equal or not equal.in size.

'While misunderstandLngs such as these may have been partially respon-

sible for tne relative poor performance, use of the word "congruent"

is also a likely source of error. ProviSion for teaching the meaning

of this term should be made.during the upper elementary grades. How:

ever, mastery of the word congruent should not be required fOr successful

work with fractions.

14 -2 Use a sheet of paper folded into two congruefit.parts and ask:

Are the pieces congruent? Are the pieces the same size and same shape?(

Repeat with three equal site parts, four equal size parts, etc.

Use acircular coffee filter. Fold it horizontally

to show slices of the same width but not of the same

area. Repeat the questions..

Use various shapes and ask pupils to draw lines

to cut them into two congruent pieces; others

into three congruent pieces; etc.

14-3 Draw'a figure such as the one shown. Ask:

Who can make the best copy of this figure without

tracing? Check the results by holding the two

figures to the window or to a strong light..

4 u



Put "congruent" on your new word list sand on yo4r spelling list.
.

Use paper and fold it to teaeon equal size pieces, using the word.
"congruent" as it is done. After folding

S sheet of paper into twq equal=size parts,

say: Can you show me the whole sheet of

paper? Can you show me one part? Do the

two parts match exactly? 'If they match

exactly, they are congruent.

After using sheets of pap4r. to establish the idea firmly and to teach
.tne wtsrd " congruent", move to diagrams as "pictures" of the sheets of

. paper. Draw,potted lines to show where

the folds occurred on the paper. Say:

42

. Are the two pieces congruent? Repeat

with dibgrams showing four pieces of

eajial size.

15. AR-III-A-18 (Grade 7) 7o%

Identify Shaded Area Of Figure With Frpction

Items 91-95

Given a diagram divided into congruent parts,

with some parts shaded, the learner will

identify the shaded aroa by identifying an

appropriate fraction:

A'

B

C

D

1

15-1 Since initial fraction con-

cepts tested here are essential for
all further rning related to

,fractio the results must be

considerea pecially poor. These

initial fraction concepts can be

learned with relptiveease at ages

8 or 9 with proper materials.and

adequate time allotments.

Several foils for these test itenls

were changed from 1973. In general
these incorrect choices drew a higher percent of responses and this
probably accounted fr the lower percent of attainment (70% versus 76%,.
for 1973).

There are three types of errors shown by the incorrect responses:
(a) 'A fraction was chosen to show the part not shaded.. Perhaps the

shaded parts were viewed a empty places after these parts have
been removed.

. 4

. .47
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(-b; A fretion was cnosen which shows comparison of the two parts,

the unshaded part to the shaded part.

A fraction wa's chosen to show the smaller part, whether it was

shaded or hot shaded.

15-2 F.J.r farther diagnosis, use concrete Objects and as similar

questions. Have pupils write the fraction. Check to see f the stu-

dent is making a part -to part instead of a part-to-whole Com arison.

lea
2

if some children write 5 when they should write
5"

revers the

ordar of the two numbars inthe fraction.

Repeat the question with circular regions cut with parallel slices.

s nce :e parts ef,a nog same s4e,
2

the fraction doa. not the part

shaded.

15-3 Have each child make fraction baxts

from strips of paper 5 cm wide by 20 cm

long. Y.ake strips to show halves, thirds,

fourths, fifths, sixths, eighths, and

tenths. Write a word name for each part

on one of the parts. The teach4r should

make a larger set of models to use for

'display.and to ask questions of the class.

,..

Teach children tree word names for 'ractions

first. Stress the need for a) knqwin the

whole unit; b) using the name for the given

part to show the size of one part;'c naming

the number of pprts and the size of the part

displayed, e.g. 3-fif:thS1

thAd

After the word names have been learned well using' the fraction bars,

introduce the written symbols for fractions. Foi; "3-fifths", you can

write

48



Make sure that instruction includes all these components:.

Parts of strip of paper

Oral' Name .

"3-fifths"

Oral Name h
"3-fifths"

Parts of strip of paper

Written Symbol
3
5

Written Symbol
3
5

44

,Use.a demonstration model of circular units dgnd ask similar auestions.

The initial.work using strips of paper should.. be done until pupils
master the initial relations between concrete objects, oral name and
written symbols. For chi'ldien ages 8:or 9,'this should take about one
week.

2

After mastery of the work with concrete materials, make a c eful
transition to making pictures of the concrete materials using 'diagrams".
Shading is used to show the pieces.of paper to be considered. The pieces
left blank are the ones not to'be considered. Care must be exercised
so that children see in' the diagiam all the information tnat we want to
convey. Interpretigg and drawing diagrams should take 3 or 4,days if
the concrete work is done well-

Teach the -wcrra "shaded" and add it to the spelling aid word lists.

As both concrete objects and diagrams are used, include questions that
4 3'ask the child to' name...a whole unit as 47, .3, , etc.

Also

4.include-examples

to show more
6than one, e.gf. , 5, etc.

49



16. AR-III-A-19 (grade 7) 49%

Order Fractions With Like Denominators

Items 101-105

Given any five fractions with like denominators,

in random order, the learner will identify them

in order (halves, triliros, fourths, fifths,

sixths, eighths, tenths); with or without the

use of aids.

Whs:h grout of fractions below is in

order of=recur's t:!uc? ,

4 3 2
A S. I. 5, $, 5

24. 4 3 6
B "a, i, 1, ,,

1 3 4 5 7

C 6, 6, 6, 6, 6
3 6 5

D , To-, 10,
1973

16-1 In the 1973 test, the

wording was "least to greatdst".

Changing the wording in the

1974 _test tG "of 'increasing

value" 'seemed not tp have had

a positive effect on petfor-

'mance (56% met criterion in

1973). .However, a correct

choice for one. item was altered
1 2 3 W 5 , 2 4 5

6

rom
8

'o

6, F. Onl 54% got this item'

correct j../1974 versus 66% in

A

The majcr incorrect choice was for fractions in decreasing rather than

increasing order. This suggests that' the language used both years is

not well learnedby pupils.

Another source of error occurred

a .set in reverse order. With so.

this oversight is understandable

16-2 Compare regions first,'usingonlystw

Thz cards show two parts of,,whole4..

it 1ft tw
,

many cz

fractions near the middle, of

ffgrent pta to make,4
'9%

Put them on the chalkboard rail in

order from 'last to greatest.: Now

arrange them in decreasing order.

Associate decreasing with down.

C. 4

o start with day:

fe,f i

Make other regioni using 3 by 5 cards

to show parts and dd similar comparisons.

Ater makUng sure all piipils can compare

two regions and can use the Correct

language to describe it, use three cards

'with regions shown. After mastery with

three, increase the number to four.and

then to five.

50

0/f ;
" Place in. order.-

'ilf,t1 111$1t11

Place in
order



Repeat the procedures using fractions

written on'cards, beginning with two

fractions, then three fractions, four

fractions and then five fractions.

When there is trouble with fractions,

revert back to diagrams.

2

1

LJ

46

Mastery of tne Content on objectives 14 and 15 is essential for pupils

to understand and do well on objective 16.

Put "increase", "decrease", "in order from least to, greatest", and

"in order from greatest'to least" on word and spelling lists.

4
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION WITH FRACTIONS

1.,

I L. Frac tl h

I ,: :

116-12'

0,iv^t --. fractions with
' a su,. cater

ta. 3e,elr will is)entify.
, c! L..t.,)v.at V.; use cf

Farts.
+ 0

F
7

To*

G 3

H 3

J
4

17-1 Addition of like fractions

is usually introduced at grade 4

and soMetimes in grade 3 and

maintained in subsequent grades:

With only 66% meeting criterion

by grade 7, and with 15% getting

no items correct, overall per=

frmance must be considered qUite

unsatisfactory.

The most common error on the test

was adding the numerators to get

the numerator of the answer and

adding the denominators to get
the of 'the answer.

The results.on this objective are hardly surprising; in view of the

performance on ob'jective 15. With a strong background of initial

knowledge suggested by Objective 15, addition of like fractions is

very easy. Without that knowledge, addition of fractions becomes the

applicdtion'of a rule with no understanding.

51
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0

.,

17-2 Check your students by having them add like fractiors using

strips of paper 'like those mentioned. in 15-2. After one pupil holds

up 2-fifths and another 1-fifth, and then they put the two together,'

ask: How many pieces are there together? What is the, size of bach

piece? Is the answer fifths or is it tenths?
'

Give similar exercises using word names, e.g. 4 thirds + 2 'thirds = ?

17-3 Make sure there is mastery of objective 15 before introducing

addition of like ,fractions.

',se the fraction bars described in objective 15 to demons'trate addition

of fractions using the oral names for thp fractions. Write problems

for tne concrete strips using the mes, e.g. 3 foufths + 1 fourth = ?

.Xfterusing concrete objects nd word names to teach addition, make a

careful transition to diagrams for addition. While the picture does

show 10 parts, each whole thing shows just 5 parts. The picture shows

two whole things. Make sure the it is Well understood. .Since each

unit has 5 parts, the answer will be fifths not tenths.

,-11.-1 )

2 films f / itift4 WHO
SIM=

7

After mastery of addition using diagrams,_
.

2 + 1 .....

revert back to the oral word names and/or to ..... ..... ....

diagrams or concrete objects. , .5 5. .

use fraction symbols. If trouble with symbols,

LS'. AR-III-B-7 \Grade ')

Add Two :1;.xed 1:47bers With Like

Denminators

Ite :s 121-l2

Given two mixe,: nuloers w-i th like

denominators. tne learner will

identify thin sltm.

3I
".1- 1,1 =

F
3

G 5

H

.1 6

18-1 Performance and sources of
.,

errorsre similar to'those for

objective 17 but with errors also -

in regrouping. Item 12461 cor-

rect) required regrouping 4 to

get 5, and item 125 (39% correct)
11

6 g3required' regrouping 5 -8- to get .

2

52
co-
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1 ,
. .

.The .results; 56%, are lower, than that for4 1973. Much of this can.be

attributed to changes in, the fop:of two items. For instance, the.
11item 2B- + 34 was given the foil 51E instead of 8 and- the results

on this item wentfrom,52% correct in 1973 to 39% correct in 1974.

18-2 Use items from objective 17 to see if pupils can add like fragtions.

Use conprete objects, diagi'ams and fraction symbols to get 1 as another.
/ 4

name for
2 3

etc:

Check the meaning of mixed forms, For example, does 3 mean
3 3 3,-0 4 + 3,- - 3or 3 x. 77?. Check such examples using' oral and

written forms.

,3 3 73 4

See if the pupil understands the relative 'size of fractions in relation

$ $ 8 12to 1. Say: Is there as much as a whole thing in 8-? in 8-? in p!? in -4

7 1

Use .concrete objects to see if a fraction
I I Qsuch as 5 can be seen as a whole and 2

more.
r ,TfiftA3 P ?

Use the fraction,strips described in ljective-15 show

ifractions as a whole number and a'Zracton.
.

AR-I1I-C-4 (Grade 7) 6V

Subtriet Fr1:.tion From ::ixed

nurber Iixe Denominators

Itc::s 126-13G

Given "nixed nu "ber and a frae.tion

with One &nominators, of 2, 3.

6, or where n4 regrouping is

n,:,cessary, the. learner will find

the difr(_renee.

5 3 0

P li

.0 2144'

'H 24

J 2:

19-1 Performance and errors on

these items'were'similar to.*those

. for objective 18.

Interpretatio05.furper diagnosis'

and teaching suggestions are very

similar. Examples should be in-
2 1

cluded such as''6 3 - 1:3 as well
2 1

as 6 -
'

Note: See the diagnostic test for.fractions in Section V.

53,
Do
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2:. t3rade 't) 43::

Fry* Vqolr

it
Nubei

111-11t,

?;.. pct 0:13 c

frFc --. st 3,

. r,. 1).e :.(..r.,cr

s.7

2 '2

h 6 -L1

A 7

B 7;

C

D

a

4

20-1 There were two errors with

big% frequency: 1): decreaiing the

whole number by 1 Old merely

fixing the i-action,..e.g..

5 59 '13- = 8 ; ) adding instead of,

subtracting, = 91

Results for the two years, 1973 and.

1974are identical with '43% mdeting

triter /on and.:With 43%. missing at

least3'Of the 5 items.

. 20-2 Read the, sentence aloud:.

"Does" it say to add

4
or to sub.tract"?

Give at 'least ,two fraction .names for 1, e.g. 1

Name.8 as 7 'and so many fourths, 8 = 7 ;.'

4 14Does 3 42 or'2 -e (This checks to see if the child regroups With*

10 as with whole numbeis or if the correct fraction is.choieia.)4.

See if,pupils can soive'such problems sing the fraction bars described

in objective 15 .

Illustrate.the subtraction in steps using k 3
Ysthe,concrete strips and also 'using diagrams.

S I 11..mjBegin with 3 whole things'

.

-

Mark on(nto fifths so that i

1
5 can be subtractedq .

.

.

Cr dss off the One -fifth

10..,,

How much ig%left?

L

.

jer

p
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Give the students practice with oral eXrcises"such as:

1 1
1 = 1 .9

23 - ?
3

50.

En:ourage the students to quickly rename l'and perform the subtraction.

MULTIPLICATION WITH UNIT ''F:TACTIONS'

1
21,. A' : Graci,. 7) 6:7".

tfr2:. ,7 Fra
:i. '

frac.tIons ith
zemen%

.1.- iden.ify tric
...itt.cr.z.t. the S

.

3 X 2 0

A .

° 21-1 Twelve percent of the pupils

got nOpe'correct and 56% got all

five cdrrect. The pen:tents cor2,

refit are probably artificially

-high because of the ease in merelY_

applying the method or multiplying.

:15'nnumpers', i.e. just iiault"ipAr

the two numbers n:ext to-each other.
-?

'hinges.ij-i!the.foils of:two items
14 4 from 1973 resulted in lower per-

cerits correct. For instance,

.: choice A in item number 13/ was. .
. f

A1
in 1973 and:only 3% selected

., 2'''
-.

- this choici.:- In 197/1) * sel% ected 6 and 6% fewer got the item Oorrect.
- * ,,..

, .
'

. e
21 -2 Cheer. further to see if pupils understand multiplication of

s)
.

-* fractions using either concrete tbjects%or diagrams. 'Sely Whin- %
1 1,; - 1 1picture shows,- of-. (ans. a) Which Shows -,.x 3.?. (Ans., a).2 i. ..3 . -

.

a.

. .

b.
if/ '

. :

..

/00P/7,
'eb .,

. d

.

..
.

'See if :pupils can draw diagraMs. liocie them draw a piau're.to skiow1 Of ..,
_ , . 3,- .-. .. .. . . , . .-... % . .
Further check their understanding of-multiplication'by a-skirig:. lo V

c) -less than 1?
0 .

/

(Ans:

/a) greater thane
t

'1
b.) greater than -9

. '

I

a) 'greater than .1?
3

t

;
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DEC IALS .MEANING.

'
22. - -. -A -? .Jr .

Jr.

F .20

G .12

H .43
.

d .8

22-1:.)th ke.tilits .for 'this' objec-.,

itiva:are'napical of the overall
.

level of performance on decimals.

. The remaining qiblestions relating

to decimals should be examined for

,a coherent, interpretation.

A lack of effective distractors

resulted in an artificially high

level_o attainment for this
ob,fecti7e. F.Jr example, in dtem number 106 the corre'ct answer .20
::es chose: by cb-iious incorrect choices such, as
22, ;2.2 an.-.1 7.22: were not available. Results from other Questions

strcngly 1:1'.at many papias would ha,?e chose.n response
e 44.

", Z

. For further diagnosis, show a picture with 7 out of the 100

squares shaded: Say: Write a fraction for the part shaded. 7(T66).
Now write a decimal for the same amount (0.07). Then. repeat with 10
scuares shaded and itnIllther 2-digit numbers to the'right of the
ones place.

Show c,0 out of 100 shaded. Say: Write'the decimal -(0. .99). Now shade
. . ,

100the remaining square` and have pupils write k,ne'fractiori (---) and also,
100.3.

write the decimal (1.00).

0

22 -3 Use a .square'to teach both tenths andshundredths.*

'?egin teaching tenths by cutting the square into ten
equal siie slicee. Have pupils,write both fractions',:

and decimals for various amounts of the square. :Say:

WhaAfraction shows. he patt 4n the first row? (1)
. 10

in 3 rows? (1), etc. After establishing fractions

for tenths shod tenths with decimals.I
1

C

5.6

1-104°.
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= 0.310a.

Using the 3 to show no ones will help in teaching the, relation-of
tenths place to tens place. Tenths is one -place to the right of
o /es place and tens is one place to the left.

1 1 . 1

tens ones . tenths

Count by tenths, 0.1, 0.2, . . . 0.9. Then add one more tenth. Thiin .rgives . T7 ox 1. Sc the next number after 3.9 is 1.0, when counting by......

to

)

tns.

ICIM

.....
:se thee same square to teach hundredtns. Split each 111111111111111M1

1111111IIIMQr.* into 10 equal-size parts. Note that there are aiiiiiiisi103 squares now in the 1 whole unit.

77.7

Say: W hat
3 N

)e:
,

I:
fraction goes with 3 souares 7-hat decimal

1.-- vol. 0.03:.:3.? Note that nundredths is two places to.
the,rihtof the one.splace and that hundreds iS
two places to the left.

116

cf,

1 1 1. . 1 1\r'
hundreds ones hundredthstor

Imo'

Write decimals for squares to 0.09. Then count 1 more square, Say:his is You can rename 10
es Do you see 1 row out. often130 00 10'

covers the same amount as 10 squares out of 100? Since you can rename13
as 1 tenth and no more hundredths, you can write 0.10.- You can

100
read 0.13 as "1 tenth and 0 hundredths" or as "10 hundredths".

Continue questions such as these for decimals to 0.99; reading each
decimal as tenths plus hundredths or just as hundreeNs. When there
is diffiNalty in understanding, revert to fractibns and to the 100
square. . .

51
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The symmetry of the place values should be connected to the place value
names.

The 'decimal point indicates the place of tfie ones. The ones place
is the middle place in this symmetry.

Tne 3'6 are in the nundreds and hundredths places respectively
from left to right.

Each place is == as much, as the place at its immediate left.

4
.:-.. 1 1 1t, - '6" 1000 100 .10 1. 10 100 1 75-6e

..
c,

a a
.4, .4,

# -,
5 4 3 2 .3 4 5

1 ,I
1TO- x 1000 = 100 1 1 1

100 TOM

To encourage the students in obtaining a feeling for the comparison

between 100, 1 and .01, cut construction paper up into the following
sizes 1 meter by 1 meter square; 1 decimeter by 1 decimeter square;

and 1 centimeter by 1 centimeter.square. -,Let the decimeter square
represent 1. Cut several copies of each size square and let the stu-

dens represent numbers like 203.05 by counting out and arranging the

squares under each numeral.

23. AR-:V-A-7 (Grade 7i 26%

Name Place Values Of Decimal Fraction

Items 96-100

Given

three

place

a decimal fraction of no more than

places, the learner will name the

value of each digit without aids.

.74 means %inch one of the foltowmg?

F

ti

J

7 hundredths + 4 tenths

7 tenths + 4 thousandths

7 ones + 4 hundreds

7 tenths 4 4 hundredths

23-1 These test items are more

related to expanded notation

using word names than measuring

the stated objective. To test

the objective, a pupil needs only

name the place value (tenths,

_hundredths, etc.) of each digit

in a numeral.

The results on this Objective, more

so than the items for objective 22,

53
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show tnat pup__s do not understand decimals well: It was common
for pupils to reverse the values of tri.e place, for example to say that
.7, means 7 hundredths - -4 tenths instead of 7 tenths 4 hundredths.

23-2 7.oY. tia.7.nos-is, ask: Is the value of 7 in D'.774 hundredths

, 7or tentns: :an you ,se a fraction to snow wn'e.t one 7 means: ,T5)

:n wnat place is the ,n,ndredths- Write the hundredths-digit as
a fract4on

,.

, 7

0)

4 ,;sk.:% :':Me 7.7, as a frac.tion,with hundredths.
13 Now name the_7

,t..ntn _ and hundredths-.4 _' :7.2 and show them together '---
7 L

----)
---'-'. 10 l'00

1snow wItn 4.-..__ma' ,:,7 ,,.:',4).

" ^

e Str-,=s the namIng decimals reading the number to the right

decimal point as if it were a whole number. Then give the name
tne place value of last place to the right, e.g. 0.74 means
nIndredths.

ic.latc. the naming of the places for decimals to the right of the

deoimal po;nt to the names of the places for whole numbers, e.g. tenths
and tens, hundreds and hundredths. See the teaching suggestions for
objective 22.

1 , -
r.

1) 1)0 fSnow how 'A- ..... car: as
13D j) or as .7777 CD.100). Show

2

103
3

or
as

I
23
TT

that :.23 can be locked at two ways, as -9,-3- + Similarly
.D.23 can be seen a j D.2 -,- 0.03.

Find example's 'Where decimals for tenths and hundredths are important,

e.g. barometric pressure,- rainfall, etc.
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ADDITI0N AND .5.;:lksTRACTION WZTH DECIMALS

2-. AR-:v-B-3 Cirada 7) 71%

Ad3ition'i:uttraction Levi__. - -'_ Proble= - Tenths

Itt s 13-1:

a verbal involvinE additlon and subtracticy

of dc:Lral nl..nbers irvc:ving only te:lins, the 4arner will

f_nt tnf %.\

Duns? houvIt tv.o packages of hz-n-
Wrger. 04 :e weighed 1.7 pol.:nac znd
the oth(r v,...)ghod 2 you -c:s Pox
much .:11d s bu> all together'

F .3 pounds

G 1 3 you -,ds

H 1 9 pofnds

3 7 pounds

2--1 Four the problems used only tenths and the answers did

not contain choices of incorrect decimal point placement. On these

four questions, the percent correct W88 about'ea. On item number 140,

using 1.7 and 2 requiring addition, only 55% got it 'correct with 36%

cnoosing 1 as .a correct answer.
. .

The source
/
of error is traceable to poor understanding of decimals.

The incorrect choice, 1.9, should be easily eliminated by using

estimation- and the meaning of decimals

The foils for item number 136 were changed from 1973 to allow the

incorrect choice resulting from adding instead of subtracting. This

incorrect choice was, selected by 12% and the correct result, vies 9

ercentage points 'lower in 1973.
.

21.-2 Check the students on tasks like the following:

1. Which is greater 1 1.7 or 2? Why?

2. Arrange in order, beginning with tlie least. .0.1 1 0.12 2.1

3. What is the whole number just before and. just'after 3.6? (3 and 4)

Is the sum, 6.2 4.. 5 as much as 11? Why?

60
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24-3 Try tnese teaching suggestions:

1. Write decimals as mixed numbers to help in getting the idea of
relative size, e.g. 3.6 = 3 -=),-.7. So 3.6 is between 3 and 4.

2. Estimate the sums before finding tnem, e.g. 4.2 +.6 is about 10.
3. Begin with decimals such'as 4.3. Count on by ones 5.3, 6.3, etc.

Snow counting on by ones is the same as adding; so 4.3 1 5.3.
".elate adding tentns to a car or a bike odometer. ;f an odometer
snows 23.4 and you drive 5 miles, what does it show then? (28.4)

5,, Snow that tne ones places are lined up when adding whole numbers.

For example 26'i- 152 5 is found by arranging all the 26
152ones under each other; thus all the other places are

5
'lined up also.

0

Similarly, to add ..D.32 and 3, the ones should be

lined up. In doing so, all the other places are then
.

lined up also.

Then zeros can be placed to the right so there will
-be a digit in each column. Putting in the zeros just

helps one keep track of the numbers to add.

. 0.4
0.32

- 3

- 0.40
0.32

- 3.00

27. (Grade 7) 13-:

Addition'S.ittraction Decimal Problems - Tenthc'and 140ths

141-145

.Given a-verbal probln Irvoiving addition and subtraction of

cezimal r..:- hers inv,Ilving tenths and hundredths, the learner
find Vie arse -:cr.

Glona ran .56 miles. Sue rzn .3 miles.
How much farther did Glom run than
Sue?

F .23 miles

G .26 miles

H .53 miles

.1 59 miles

25-1 The lack of understanding of decimals is clearest in the results
on this objective. It is obvious that the place value of decimals is

.4
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not well mastered and it is from this lack of understanding that pupils

do not "fihe up" the detimal points when they add or subtract. On item

namb,,r 1-2, selectei .53 miles and only \13;: selected .26 miles.

2ompare this witr: the fact that on the two items which did not require

placement of thelldecimal, tFle students scored 8% and 6 correct.

Ferf=ance is ver'i, very low wnen it should be relatively high.

I.7.provement willikely come when objectives 22.and 23 axe mastered.

Ey starting w:r:r. :r decimals in grades 3 and L, maintaining it in

arades 5 and 4 and by increasing the amsun,t of time given to decimals

in eaon arade, 3 tnrough 6, we should see major improvement.

25-2 7h.ck student on ks like the following: :

-
^

,

Where ^an you put more zeros and not change the value?' (to right

aeolma..
g

:s as.:nucn as 1?

is as much as 1?

IS :.6 as much as 1? more than 1?

more than 1?

zE. AF-r:-E-9 :Grade 7;

AdA.tizn:Suotraction 7,.'nal

Problenc - Vertical

Itenns

Given ar addition and .s:Ibtractian

deol:tal problen in horizontal or

vertioal form uith no -ore than

5) accits and -0 -ore than

tnrce 3' dzinal

lentenc: : find tne cr diff-

er

13 .52 .037 = 0

L02

R GS7

C 1.857

D 2 19

26-1 When decimal points are

already aligned in vertical

form, pupils did relatively

well (795 and 73% correct,

respectively, on two items in

vertical form). Item number 66,

.231 - .12 = 0 requiring sub-

tracting hundredths from thousandths

where pupils must do their. own

alignment was worked correctly by

only 20%..of the pupils. Forty-two

percent got this item correct in

1973. Foil Hon this item was

changed from .231 to .219 and 69%

selected this incorrect antmer.

62
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26-2 Check the_students further by having them work problems like:

0.274
- 0.162

0.855
- 0.321

58

Then give them some problems in horizontal 'form and watch how they set
the problems up in vertical form.' See if they can write a number like
s:.62 to show, thousandths (0.620). Give them problems like: Write the
second number as thousandths and subtract, 0.452 - 0.26 = 0
26-3 For problems involving "ragged decimals ",

2.1 - 3 - 1-.? 5, teach the students to rewrite t

Thus, 2.1 - 3 , L.0.5 becomes,2.10 3.00 4.05.

transferring addition problems from work or equa

for example,

e addends before computing.

Give practice in

on form to vertical

ng some feeling for the

ing sure tha't the'

unts under considel.-

answer) must equal

form with the decimal points aligned. Stress 'hair

reasonablene'ss of the answer approximation) by m

students are familiar with the mitnitude of the-Nam

at -on. For example a - 1.6 1 1.2 because 1.6 + (t
a. Si;ice 1.6 is about 2, then the answer is about

RATIOS

2.. Grade 7) .43:5

Identify Fair of Sets/Equivalent patio

Ito= ri4S-16.','

Given a picture of sets paired in (a) a

1/4-he-Lcone, js' a -,arly-tc-one, or (c) a

one-t-Tany ratio and part of another

pair, the learrer wi:1 idehtify the pair

. tnat kctps the ratiio equivalent.

6M6.

0 0

ImmiNATI
co 1 I 4

co 0 0
whoi gaup of dots below complete-;
tte pattern chow tr abo.e to make the
ratio equp2lent?..

000
Gee.

F

0 0'

it

eoeeo
J

27-1 The test

understanding of

fact; the object

intended to do's

not get at unders

ratios. Consider

given to revision

jective and the to

ems do not measure

qual ratios; in

kre itself - while
r .

probably does

anding of equal

tion should be

f both the Ob-

items used.

Most of the incorr

suggest that 'clhiqdr

coM14ting a number

1, 3: `'5, rather than

ratio of.tvo numbers

as tee' ratio of two

63

t resp9nses

are merely.

attern, e.g.

ooking.at the

eing the same

her numbers.
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27-2 Test understanding of equal ratios using physical situations

with^whicn'the children are familiar. For example, if,1 can of con-'

Antrated orange juice. is used with 3 cans of water, how many cans of

water Will be used with 4 cans of concentrated juice? Write two equal

ra,tios.
12'
---\ Sc 12 can of water would be used.)

-5

27-3 'Ar:t..z the quantities

to what the numbers

compared so that pupils will see-..

For example,

s
12

cans 7!ch.-'entra

ans water

R,=1ate ecual _atos to finding equivalent fractions. One is

m-itiplied by so 3 is also multiplied by 4.

1 1 x 4 I
3 3 12

otner practical problems'sucn as mixing paint, batting averages

ratios,, proportion of items ccrnect'on tests, etc.

1

AREA AND VOLUME

2. Grade 7, 54 0

Estimate Area Of A Polygon

rtems 1::6-1Go

Given a polygon, the Le.arner.1,711)

estil,te its area illoquare units.

F 3

C 4

28-1 Thea'esultson this objective were

poor with only 30% of the students cor-

rectly answering all five items. The

most common incorrect responseinvoiVed

counting the number .of whole units-which

would be required to cover the given

figure. Figures withialf units,,sUch

as number 188, did have a higher per-

centage of correct responses than those

in which other frationalparts were

represe nted.

'2i-2 While this objective asks for an estimate, the only correct

response is t :rle exact area. Ask students whether they tried to determine

the exact area or were ,satisfied, to estimate. (An estimated answer of

seven for the example, may be aicceptable.) A.sk how many whole units and

6 4
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how many half units are pictured. Check to see thpt students do not

misunderstand square unitsto.mean squares.

128z3 Work with tiles of unit Oland 2- unit size'in covering regions

will help to develop the.:;,oncept of area. Geoboards and tangrams pro-
.

vide other motivational devices for providing concrete exiDeiliences

related to areas. Students should be shown how to determine the area

of triangIlar shaped regiont as half the area of a rectangular region.

i.e.
:

is 17 units.

Practice finding area:

MEI1V

7:

Na7.e.1.urioer Ji Units :n A Rects4ngular

Solid

1,1-1,-

Given a drawing of a rectangular solid

divide,I into un'its (di.ensions less

than or equal to 5 anits). th.e 'earner

will nano the numbqr of units

This a cubic unit.

'
A 10

18

C 20

D 24

Practice finding area of shaded

parts:

A AMI=
29-1 Students, apparently, have

not Oad_suffi,pient experience in

visualiling a two-dimensional

drawing as a rectangular solid.

That 39% of the students answered

no items correctly and 16% answered

only one correctly indicates that

students were not simply guessing

but Wei.eantwering from a miseon-
.

ceptipn. On four of the five items

the most common response corresponded

the number,of observable two-dimensional units. For example, in

number 195, 48% selected 24 as their answer.
4 ?

65
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2.9-2 In Working ith students rephrase the question to: How many . _

blocks would it take to build this figure? Determine wbeticer the .idea

of a_cubic unit is meaningful to them, Are they aware of the difference

. between square units .and cubic units?.
.

2";,-3 Students need practice in fowling rectangular solids from unit

cL,oec Opl:,cks or sugar cubes) and in matching two-dimensional figures

to tne solids formed, 81-1w students pictures such as Used on the test

and ask tem.t,^ construct the figure ;rom blocks. Provide a box with

cover which" can be exactly filled with unit cubes and draw the corres-
,

ponding unit-squares of the top and two sides. Have the students find

the volume with tne top on'and then open the box and count cubes as a

check. The art teacher may be able to help With disdussions, related

to the drawing of such figures in art class.

TIME AND TEMPERATURE

27 Y.-I:IA-6 {Grade_ 4) 04%

Telling Time

Items 106-110

Given the reading " o'clock" and a clock face, the

learner will identify the clock shOwing the appropriate time.

Which clock shows 4 o'clock?
12 12.

A

12

C D

27-1 The student performance on this item was good. On the 1.974 test,

the items were changed\in that the numerals 3, 6, 9 and 12 were printed

on the clock faces. Eighty-five percent of the students answered all

5 items correctly.

2t-2 -In working with students, the following'points may have caused an

incorrect response and should be checked. (1) A confusi'n between hour

Pb



and minute hands. (2) A ,failure to itally assign the correct
. .

numeral to the' correct marking. (3) A reflection of the hands'acrosS

the vertical, i.e. response D in number .109. Attempt to ident ify if-
-.,

a ?dent's incorrectaresponse.fits any of these as a pattern. .
-k

30. M-II-A-10, Grade 7; 615

Tell Ti:e

Items .'161- 16:5

Given a clock face with rands on it,

t'e learner w.:1 1 chesse tte correct

17.-eNtatIon.

What. time does this clock show?

F 2:55

, 3:05

H 3.55

J 11:15

12

6

30-1 While the numerals;-3,.60 and

12 were printtd on the clock faces in \
this year s testing, the performance -'
improved only slightly over la'st year;
The results--bn those items showing a

time greater than the,half hour were

lower. For example, 8% correctly

identified 10:10, tut only 53% were

successful with 2:55.

39-2 Students Cy be reading the time

on the sampLe,clock as. "5:.minutes,before

three" and not being able to translate this into 2:55, Also:, check td
see' ii students are aware that until the trour hand reaches °a new Marking;

the hour-is determined py the marking the hand last passed.

30-3 Students need more practice with the use off' time notation. A,

routine request to have students write down on their papers the time'

at which they complete all agsignments or testsin claSs can provide
this'pi-ecti.ce. Specific attention should be givbn to work onr trans-.
lating the -wmonplace verbal expressions for time, i.e. "five minutes

before three into the standard written notation "2:55":

31. Grale 7) 71:

.And

166-17t

T:le learner ..5.1 l,use A.M. and

nctation in writitc

Which one of these means four hours after
midnight?

F 8:00 A.M.

G 8:00 P.M.

'11 .4:00 A.M.
I, I*

J 4:00 P.N. I

31-1 'The student krformance do this

objective was'low. The range of cor-'

rect responses on individual -'items was'

74% 82%. ''he most common incorrect

response on each item was the one which

involved an interchange of a.m. and-p.m.'

The tiour and minute notation selected

was generally correct. The range for

this Irpq of Incorrect response was

10% 20%.

I Ml
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10'

..

31-2 Ask students questioriS euch as Is tt a.m-or p.m. when you eats; _

;breakfast?. ,

leave for school? watch a particular TV program? .you see-7

the sur. set? etc. Provide a large.enoughset. of personalized experd-
.----- ...

STia
a s

enceEs-that th=....51-nt non assoniate these witli the 4..m.-or p.m. notation.
_ .

...-

ioIf the suggestn to nave sttdentS write the time on their papers made

for..the pr4vious obj,ectivp-is usad,.they oould add.a.m. or p.m. to Se:,

time. . Ask the student- with the incorrect respons.e what .a.m.'

means to him or her. Some may think that' a.m. means "alter' morning",

Students write -their,dt.ily

schedule of.classes:

of

M2. .1,ie 50;...

identify Temperatures

ems

GI ion a Failr..r.nei C;i1 Celsius therr.ometer, ,

.

,the learner will iuentify the temperature

(f.ib4ve zero) to Vie nearest degree.

What is the temperature to the nearest
degree?

A 40°

B 50°

C. se

D 60°

;

degree'

Grade 6
am , pm

'11:4.5 BELL 12.:25 BELL

9:00 nATH. (2.35' READ'

q:50.sc; / %2.5-50c. ST

[Cl/ MUS. 2:10 Etic.
/11 turicil 3:05Inst1 is5

29-1 One item wa.s changed,frOm-,

the 1973-74' test. This was item

153 in. which the picture re ained

the same but the iesponse ioices

'were changed from 0°, 552,,and 10e

to those indicated. There 'was a'

drop from 88% correct to 52% cor-
4 -'

rect o this item. As a result,

the level of mastery on thisob-

c

jective dropped from 71% to:50%.

Tvo items, where the picture ghowed

the reading to b t a numbered

scale.marking had relgtively high

perfprmance.levels 87% on each:

.

29-2 Determine if gtuaentl uncter=
. .. - .

: stand the term to the nearest

.Many may feel it:means the newest numbered marking. Ask
.

. . .
A
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4
-6*

. students to indicate,how many degrees higher :the temperatute 1S ;when
-_. -

you go,fromOne mark,. to the, next.. 'ise a realltherAgOeter and ask the ' '.
, .

. .student to -show you the unit on the scale.

'Students need practice in .reading terperaXures fro,a 1,1114!
whether real or imitatiorr. .Coristruct a la
;with a red. movable tape, Eagd1771,1uve-m-.

tDertameqr
student set

1
the temperature

hive other stud'e'nts read
'at the prrr.-.§ day's'tSgtl tetrature, and
the Dempepatur.e. More gene-ral:aCtivities involving the use of sces
and number ii/es should also 'tale used. Have one a point%,...

.
. .....

. on -the scale or number line and then have another studeht identify the',
corresponding nuriber. 'iave studentslring in^devicerom hoMe Whpil e ...
,reer4ire the ,reading of scales. Thee may include' radI-p.dialqg temperature

electal meters, etc.-

s.

. ,trade 7)

Read Tempratures

-terms 181-1e5

3`"%
I

s3iverr. a Fatvrenleit or Celsius thermameter
trle learner will identify temi:eratures to the
nesires'.. degree, using the Agree (°) syrbol.

Abottiat teAllserithem does this .
.

therimoioettgshow? .

69
,

17
54-1 The results on four.of

the five items we're 87% &Or-
%

rect or better. On item'182.-, . .

with p.73% correct response,,

i 17% 14;rrectly,responded to

a.temperaturealfway between
.)-dp.and 44° as 450 rather

. ,

than 43°.

34 -2 Check- to see whether the

phra.sing of the question,

"about wIlat temperature" may

.havebeen a problem fors the

student:
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1,

1

I

28. !-E-II-B-3 (Grade,4) 81%

Itentlfy 3reatest or Least Amounts

,.of !:oney

ftek.s 141-$11:5

Given three to .five different am:rants

of money, all mess. or equal to $5.00,

the learner will 'identify the (Lreatest

or toe. least.

4icIlis the greatest amount of money?

A dime

B dollar

C penny

D quarter

28-1 This objective was tested

by. three item formats: (1.1:Pic-

tures of money (Items.0_41 ax d 145) ;

(2) Word .names. for,money,'i.e.. dime

(Item 143;and.(3) Dollar notation,.

i.e. $2.51 (Items 12 and 144):

On item 141, 93% correctly Adentified

the half dollar as the greatest

amounit of money. Since this was

the largest coin pictured, this

result may

On item 14

the picture containing the greatest

number of'pieces of money all coins) as opposedtd the correct, response

''car.taining only four pieces of money (2 bills and 2 coins).

e artificially high.

IA7% incorrectly chose

28-2 Students were to identify the least amount of money in the two

items tested using dollar notations and the greatest amount in those
4

using pictures and names. These.combinations make it difficult to

separate :the causes for incGcrrect responses. A clearer Way Of testing

the understanding of the students is to ask which of the choices would

buy either the most or the least amount of some article such, as candy

or gum.. This Would help identify possible confusions between value

Ind the number .of pieces of Toney.,

28-3 This objective asKs for comparison t between different amounts

of money but most classroom and real life experiences ask only far .

counting. Try to provide experiences which require such comparisons.

Classroom activiti*s involving the operation of stores,, the purchase

of articles with marked prices end the 'determining of change are -all

appropriate and should fit well .with the increased care r awareness

empasis.

1



?2>- ,3?-de 7)

Acv....Subtrar...t

.7tc-,.s 16-2:

Giver: two rtc-ey values, tne learner .
will or subtra.4.tt. usir.g.-icalars

c certs r.otatt.or..

A $4.52 F $10.81

$9 27 B 64.62 $12.53 G $13.25
465 + 1.72

C $4.92 H $14.25

D $5 52 .1 $15.25

66

32-1 Since each item was in

vertical format,, the notation

presented no difficulty and incor-

rect responses were probably the

result of mistakes in addt,tion
-

subtraction. The results on thi

objective are comparable to those

on *objective 4 and 5 (7th grade

test) on addition and subtraction

'of whole numbers and on those items

.-3f objective 2 (7th grade test),

addition ofrecimals, which were in vertical .format. The only incorrect
response cnoq,.n mor... than 105 of studentg was on item 18 where

15 subtracted rathei-`than added as required.

Sc:. 2 t.r.

Jive- ver.-al ocr-sisting
cf two orerations involving
Tc val,.;:s less t.ar. or equal
to $2 t^.e learner will solve
t'te Wro t .

Bonme bought 3 books Each book
cost $5.75 How much change did she
recent from $20.00?

F $2.75

G $2 85

H $3.75

$-1.85

33-i While verbal probleths, of a

one step nature should be considered

minimal-at this level, all five

items were two-step word problems.

The combination of verbal problems

and two mathematical operations is

too complex for many students. The

writers would like to see gntinued

effort to improve instruction in-

volving this objective. Another

year or so of investigation may

show that the two-step word problems

aretoo difficult.to be considqied

33 -2 The items tested. prOvide little he:!zp in diagnosis. In each case,

all response choices could be obtained only.through performihg the cor-

reot sequence'of ,aerations and eitner obtaining the correct answer or
making a computationarmistake. Ask students to identify words they
don't know. Ask them t^ tell you tne operat.ion that is required and
to tell you what words tell them what operation to perform. Break the

71
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problems .into separate small step questions and check to see how the

students pr:ceed from the small questions to solving the total problem.

33-3 A continual emphasis on word problems.is necessary throughout the

mathematics crograM. Care should be taken, however,,toinsure that

tne reading level of tne problem is not beyond the level of the student.

partioular attention should be given to havin students recognize

tnat words or pnrases indi3ate certain ope ations. Have the

:,t mod_...,: aot :.,;t the story problems 1.ith play

GEOMETRY

1.

3. arade

a£' uric S:aFes

lte-s

aiven of various snapes, tte learner will identify

tr:angles. squares, and rectangles as requested.

%Mich IS 8 ctrcle?

A

OH I

DB C

4

Y.

-2-1 :he terim "figure" was dropped from the 1973 items. On this minimal

objective, the percentage of correct responses in identifying ,each

figute were: Rectangle -,735; Triangle - 845 and 85%; Square - 89%;

and Circle - 96=7',. The most common mistakes were to interchange the

identification of rectangle and triangle. On number 49, 17% selected

the triangle and on number 46, 12r/r'selected the rectangle when the correct

response was triangle.

3: -2 .Work on the vocabulary, .7,xplain that the prefix "tri" has to do

with tnree. A tricycle has three wheels a triangle has three interior

angles. Ha7e. cutouts and models available when teaqh-ing these shapes

so that studgnts can de?elop a feel for the shape of each figure. Also,

use the terms in referring to objects in the room that are. of these

shapes.

7 2



G-I-A-4 (Grad; 7)

Name Quacrilaterals

Items 171-175

Given a set of quadrilaterals, the learner
will identify and name a p.arallelogram, a
square and a rectangle..

6, .

Wh:ch figure is a rectangle?

F G

name rectangle-- 81%; and pick out

'68

35-1 Three items were like
Number 172 : -given the name of the
figure the student is required to
identify the proper figure. Two
items illustrated the figure and
asked the student to pick'out the
name. the percentages of correct
response were: Pick out parallel-
ogram - 69%; Pick out rectangle -

75 %; name parallelogram - 78%;
Square - 95%.

Cr. item 17k, 75% correctly identified the rectangle and 17% selected
the triangle.' The.00rresponding percentages on objective 30, item 47,

. on thei;th grade test were 73% correct identification of the rectangle,and a cmbined 26% incorrect selection of one of two triangles offeredas alternatives. In view of the results on objective 30 on the 4th
grade test, the results on this minimal objective aremost disappointing.

35-2 'The ability to'i ntif simple geometrit shapes (other than thesquare and circle) nd to u therr'names properly will benefit the
secondary school mathematics student. The attainment:of this objectivewill require an increase in the amount of time devoted to geometric
topics in the elementary mathematics program.

Identify and sort shapes under correct headihgs to be sure students
can read the- names.

c irc e parallelogram rectangle triangle

<.<241. - ..

7'.

1 1

.

11
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36. Gt:IS-5 ,Grade 7) 79
identifyiurfa7es Representing ?lane Cr Part 9, Plane

.Items 151-155

Given th description of a plane, and a part of a plane,

the learner wiil identify surfaces which represent a
plane or part sf a plane.

Choose the object W:isn suggests a plane.

11100,

H

4

36 -i ^The rangA of

correct responses

on the items mea-

suring this objec-

tive was 81%-87%.

All five items were

correctly answered

by474% of the
'"\

stu-

dents. Those students 1

who re.sponded incor-
.

r4,:t1:: spread their *responses o'.er all the incorrect choices. It would
appear tna jo. tne definition was of no help to these students and they
were guessing A0

=16-2 ASK students who missed this objective to name each of the objects

tcinsure tnat they are familiar with the object and can recog-
.

ft frAr, the picture. Ask questions like: Why do you think this is
or is not like a plane? ang yhat is a plane like?

.36-3 The concept of a plane .oes require attention and repetition for
students toattain an understanding. T11 classroom itself provides

. adequate numbers or objects which may be classified as being suitable

3r unsuital3le representations of planes.

ALG EBA

.37. AL-2 ;Gradc., 77:

Statcmcnt :f Equality'St.pply

nissing ben
:te-s

Given a state-lent of equality

involvi:g addition. subtraction,

or kultipiication facts Ana

containing a rlacenoler or

letter, the learrer will i*ritify

the missing number.

n - 3 = 10

*

A 5.

B I

C 11

D

37-1 On the three test items involving

'either addition or multiplication, the

items were answered correctly by 86%-91%

, of the students. On the two involving

subtraction, the percentages correct

were 66% and 71%. 0 each item, 25% of

the students choke the response which

couldbe obtained by'subtracting 'the
.

numbers which appearEd in the problem.

. For N - 3 = 10, 25% responded 7. Similar

74
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4
--rrac* choices f:r the addition and mTltiplicatipn items were. not

given. nor' example, 23 was not a possible choice N + 9 = 14.

37=2 ...-.1astiohs related to these items should be 'directed at determining
whetter student& .7-omotadincorra-tly or whether they do not understand

seqenze of opera:idrfs and simple apply the indicated operation to
tne pr oblem. Have the students work a set

:f ^r= diems similar t: the ones on-the test, but not multiple choice.
.1,nalyze the answa.Ys to see the e;:tent to which the indicated operation
was f..3.=rr:'-'77: abol4ed.

Help st',,dents learn 1:3 read and process symbols and variables

witn
:nis 4= easily done if the words and symbols are connected

ar manipulations with tnese ob,;ects. Use the idea
tha7, tn.= ecuat4:n represents two sticks of edual length. In the equation

- --. 1", stick ,is 1: units long, N - 3 is the length of the other
N rabrasant a number tnat is greater or less than 10?

tne students snow

Ay-:- Grade 7, 65-

Sur, _y Syto Of Equality/

:ters 196-2.1C

3iven a Fair of nrters or
ru-ber Frast'..s lers 1,C:;;;,

th4 learner will identify the

arpro.,:riate sir 'b.;_ of eslity or

ir.eq%ality,", or = or <.

Which symbol should replace the .0
to make 16 4 A 0 22 true?

A I.> . B = C <

33 -1 Only 4115 of the students answered
all five- items correctly which 'would

-seen'. to indicate that while students may
recognize' an inequality, the use of the .

proper sYmliol,;> or <, to represent the

inequality is not firmly established far'
many students. The format of,the ques-
tion, with 'the inequality included

within the question, may be misleading

but would not seem to account for the

low performave.

Diagn:sis,in working with students should determ7ine the following
Des the student recognize 16 + 8 (s*e as, one

'pointel

.quaintlty or does he compare S D 22? (2) Does the student recognize the
quantities ruresented as being equal or unequal? (3):Can,the student
-jertAlly express the proper relationship? (L) Can theitu'dent attach
the prdper symbol to the verbalization?
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Givcr. an eziati,..nlrvolvine one

tne learner 1..'1,11 c,./r.Diete

t'.c..senteze.

6 + 0 = 6.

F 10

G 6

H 1

J 0

39-1 The results on the items testing

this :ective were generally good with

a range of 37 to 92 percent, correct

responses. On these items however a

number of students, 5 to 10 percent, did

not d.izst:inguish betw6en the. symbols for

addition and multiplication ( x and .0.

Tne most common incorrect response for

each item was that which resulted .from

applying the iinctrrect operation. ,

3';,-2 Many of tne students who respond

t: these items are inadvettantly confusing the operation

and property of the particular identity. Have the student first

write or say the operation, then write the answer. F:r example:

; firs- rite imes", then write

. -7 7' 75

:istr-b:.t..;.v..Frqerty,Supply

5alu'e

rte -s 6:,7c

Given a nUneriAl statement

dictributive prcTer*

'and s Llacenoldcr. ttelea rer

)111 Insert t,'.e 7Issing value.

4 X (6 + 2) = (4 X 6) + (4 X 0

A 2,

B 4

c 6

n S

L.0s-1 While all studehts should have

achieved a working knowledge of the
4J-4

distributive property, by the end of
* the sixth grade,it is doubtful that

these items epresent a good test of.

such knowle1ge. Item results ranged

fro 59 to 72 percent correct and only 0,

34 Nrcent of the students correctly

ans red all 'five 'items. We do not '

believe that objective AL-7 as tested.

is minimal for grades 4-6.

'-0-2 Unless specific efforts are Made

to review and extend the use 'of the disthbutive property after its

introduo-tion in relation to the. multiplication algorithm, i,e.

6 x 12,,= (6 Y'l) l '6 x L)., many students will not have reached astery

on tnis item.. Man:: student's get Inopelessly bogged down in attempts to

omi)ute an Stswr fr,m the given equation. There is little, if any,

att,?mpt to "rec-,Eni7c3" the' ,.quation as an instance of the distributive

property.,

7
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40-'3 Pr array 3 x 1 is placed
on the multiplicatio chart,

and folded to illust to

3 x 12- = (3x 10) 3 x 4)
= 30 12

= 42

42

r.,

C

Short:

14
x 3
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LOCAL ACTION

Tne Minimum Perf,ormance Objectives' for Mathematics Educatipn

in Michiaan'4%(MPOMEM)' and the Michigan Educational Assessment

Program ,MEAP) provide a basis for identifying needs in the

attainment of bas,ic, skills in mathematics in the 4ate of

Mihigan. these objectives are in no way intended to pre-

scribe a total statewide mathematics program. Since a local

district's total mathematics.program contpins many objectives

tytnd those includedin MPOMEM, the local district or school

building is 4che unft in which the identification of needs and

the introluti-n cf changes can most effectively take place.'

The data pl.:ided b., MEAP can provide a logical starting

point for an :_rganized and systematic improvement prcess,

the c:--o ouences of which can be the improvement of.a dis-

trict's total mathematics program.

The s_a-, wide results, in general, indicate some small positive

gain in the percentage of students attaining most objectives

tested it ,7% over 1973. Based on numerous contacts state-

wide, the, autha_rs feel doubtful that this gain is the reOult

of any orEanized local efforts to use the MEAP data during _-

the 1:v73-721 year. ;Rather the authors -feel that the

incrrl'ass may be the result of such factors as invroved testing

procedurs, simplified format and instructions on the tests,

tlie provision of practice tests at the 4th grade level and

greater acceptance of the tests on the part, of teachers.

In general, the ports of specific local efforts to use MEAP

data in an organ.Li,d. manner seem very limited. It is with these

indications cf 3:Tilted past usage in mind and in response td the

often raised question of "How can the results be ilcrsd?" that this
9

section on local action is presented.
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ly

In reading this section please keep in mind that while ideas

are presnted sequentially, it is not intended as a foriniala
for us.ina these results. :t is rather a listing of hihts,

procedures, and methpds which can be adapted to fit the needs
of the individual aistrict, building lr teacher. What is
feasible in a barge district with central office resource
ersonnel available may not be easible in a small district

having only two or three elementary buildings.

7337A3TTSH= OF FF:"CP7TY

establishment' of a 'priority to examine and use the results
of Y.EAP on either a district or_building basis 1.§' of prime
:importance, if systematic change is to take place. Work on the
,art, of indivia-1 teachers is important and can be effective
on a year-to,year and class-to-class. basis at the grade levels
tested, but it will not provide the coktinued direction, needed
e implement, systematic program changes. The limited tike of
the individual teacher and the turhover of staff are such that

4
1+0 district or building should plan on individuiLl tether action

as al5basis for o.ontinuing use of these results. The establish-
ment of this priority would best,seem to be done on a cdoperative
basis .between staff and' administration with the understanding
that two' types of provisions.wo..zid result from the examination.
'These would be ,1 proision for the remediation of problems,
either individual or class, identified for students taking. e.
t.te present test and 2, provisions for changes in mathematics
pl'ogram in the grades prior to' and following the grade tested

as such'2hanges might be warranted by the results.of.the

examina.tion.- Teachers would then'be expected to implement the

changes identlfiedqwith the district providing the materials,

tralning.'time for meetings. etc. needed to implement .the changes).

.t,

A
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:AL ORIENTIATI,ON

Any use of the ::EA? results should not start with the data ' .

o.7tained.fAm thee testing being treated in isoljatton. It is'

neoessary teat the testidatd.be examined in p rspective. -The,
.

ev iden,:e from the two conferences on MEAP heldby the Michigan

:f Teaners of Mathematics would,see?Ti to indicate that

syste-:a io.'pork has teen done by school districts and/or

te MioniEan Pe a,tment of Education to provide teachers with a

.piece understanaing,of how the assessment tests relate to

ttal set of minimal objectives and the :mathematics program.

. There i:resently' existthree.documents in addition to this-mono-

gral=h whickl all teachers who are concerned, with the teaching of

mathematics and the use of MEAP data should have available. Not

only s.:.;..zld theey beavailable, Mt also a special effort should

be made to insure that all teachers are familiar with the docu-

ments. These documents are: 0
Michigan Council of Teactirs of Mathematics, An Intro-
duction to the Minimum Performance Objectives for
Mathematics Educatiori In Michigan. MonographTo. 2,
MCTM, February, 1973.

Mi:'higanCouncil of Techers of Mathematics, Michigan
Educational Assessment Program: 'Mathematics Interpretive.
Report, 1973 Grade 4 an 7 Tests, MOnograph No. 7,
January, 1975.

Michigan Department of Education, Minimal Perf.ormance
Objectives for Mat ema:tics EduCation in Michigan, the
Michigan Depdrtment of Education, 1973.

STAFF TO BE iliVOLVED

Mathematics is not .a group Of non-related objectives to be

mastered in isolation from each other.. It is imperative that

the assessment results be viewed from the perspective that mathe-

...iatics learning is highly sequen)tial in nature. The results of

4th grade testing have as many.implications for 1st, 2nd, and

J0



3rd grade

larly the

tions for

teachers.

76.

teachers as they do for 4th vade teachers. Simi-.

results of 7th grade testing have as many implica-
5th, ?ith, and. 8th grade teachers ,as they dg for 7th grade
As far as possible all staff members from these "

..."} grade levels should be .involved in the examination of the test )

resultsand in the determination of any program changes which
take place as a result of the examination. erferably these

.

committees would consist of representatives from all grades and
would not be separate grade level committees.

NEED FOR 72.,2.7D:ATE RA'NLTS

With the administration of,tests.in the 1 Lter part of September
each year and the resulting lapse of time before test results
can be returned by the State, preparations' should be made so as'
to have individual results in the hands of the 4th and itt grade
teachers-as early as possible. Also, it is incybent upon the
district to see that, at the time results are returned, teachers
have sufficient understanding of the objectives tested in order
to immediately put these results to use. The distributi of
individual student and class results to teachera)should not wait_41

for the analysis of 'either district or ,building data. Such
analysi.s-can follow the initial distribution.

It would be desirable if there were some built-in provisions in
the testing process for data to be collected and retained by the
teacher at the time of testing so that diagnosis and remediation
might begin immediately. 4

t;nile no provision ,for immediate teedback. to the teacher presently
exists, there do appear to be several ways in which a limited
amount of data may be co:lected at the time of testing and used
prior to the return of the State prepared results.

81
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a, TEACHERS SHOULD KEEP A COPY OF' THE STUDENT ASSESSIENT .

BOCKI±T. This dirpctiOn is included in the .test ad-
"

. mipistration manual.: Every- teacher who adtdnisters
o ,

the test should do this. Also, 'copies offthia. test

booklets should be retained by the building or district,

for.every teacher who will make use of the'test results..

Since the 4th grade 'test covers content taught in grades.

1-3 and the7th.grade test covers content taught in
. grades 4-6, this means retaining copies of 'the 4th.grade

test for all teachers in grades .1-4 and copies' of the

7th, grade test for ape teachers in grade's 4-7.

V
Even though teachers are directed to return all additional test
booklets to the building coordinator, there:are several ways to.'
collect data before this. is do ne r.;

v

. .

2)

Since vocabulary appears to be
4
a,problem on some 'of the

test 'items, rdquest students on this part, of the 'test to

circle any words in the instructions or problems which

they do not understangl. A quick 'skiliming oDP'these

sections would help to point out these specific mathe-

matical terms and phrases'which.bresent diffic'ulty for

'lumbers of students.

3) Another sitilar method would be to akistudents to mark

in the test booklet those sets of items which gave them
difficulty. Thi'Ss could be done:either as they take the

test or 'after the completion of the test by 'having them

go back through the test booklet.' Obviously this. would

not,giveanexactineasurof mastery but might be help -,

ful as a starting ptint for diagnosis of certain

culties.

4). W here the teacher can identify several objectives that

'. :relate direct ly to the content which will be taught

during the month or six weeks -immealately foLlowixIg.the

administration.of the test, the answer sheets may be

82
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a

-skimmed for tne results on the' e several bbtlectives.
..

prior to their being submitted for scoring: If , .

, these results are .copied from the.answer:theets, the
. teaoter wii: tnenlgt.n effect haveNsOme pretest results

. .

wnion can he U the planning of lessons over this ,

:!ontent. A
.

.

. %
.

. 6 ..' ',
-..2.-:1,1-1-t,,Z.-I 1-0"- ,....;i',; -- T1-77"N WHAT?
a,

. .

J
. .t;:7 ..ta

_ :e k.teral between tne admin-_strati ot of the tests an the.

return of tne results awl be utilized in a productive r.anner.
A 7atnematic-s curriculum Committee should examine the est iteis
and .tne ob,eotives tested s that' by the time the esu rive
taak in tne .._strict: certain basic questions related 1,o the
alEhificance of the Objectives tested nave been answe ed and the

,g. -tn cr.7th grade ,teacher canefoous.on iden ifiable
student'deficienoies. ice this process is:initfated'and. . ,

oompleted sefirst time it will not represent a great task in -

s.ubsequent years provided the State continues to test many or
all of tne same objectives each year.

-t

.The fofIgwair types of.questions wovild seem to be appropriate

°I\0 for examination-by such A group.
e

Is the Objective being tested related to the curriculum
s a . and materials being used? The dev pmental sequence

I

cr .r.:* used and local priorities vious ly established.

could postpone the- mastery of a specific objective

beyond thfe grade revel at which it is being tested. In

-tne ex'aMination, it is important to. identify th' grade4 .

levels .at which the 'objective is taught. This should
.include tne pdint kere the okjectilLe is.first intro-
dvoed*: the point at which mastery is anticipated and
;laces at which r..view-for retention of.mas:tery are
'planned.

,
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2 :s tne objective artpropriate for all students at this

arade Since no :objective belongs to any fixed

grade level, what must be considered is whether most

stud -ents have attained the prerequisite skills needed

to attain the delired-objective at this grade level.

Are tne items used to test the ob,jective valid and of

acpropriate diffLculty? Attempts .have been made by

tne Y.C_...and Mict'can :epartment of Education to increase

validity arid appropriateness nf items during the first

two years of objective-referenced testing. Each year,

nowever, as changes in items and objectives are made this

-'coint must be re- examined.

:s the reading level satisfactory for this grade? Students

should be able to read and understand 'the directions if the

mastery f an objective is to be measured. The-answer to ,

this question should not be confused with the need for

.spe,7ialized mat'rrematical vocabulary which students should

know.

Are the test items XelateS to the experience of students?

:t is possible that the objects pictured or diagrams used

in the test 'may not be,familiar to certain groups of

students. an Objective such as Objective 36, Grade 7,

if students are not able to identify.tne.objeact pictured,

it is nearly imp4sible to identify which surface best

represents a plane:

The answers to these auestions 11..n tge form of a listing of No-
,

jecti,ves and item sets which the local district feels arb appro-
.

priate to its program should be developed prior to the return:of

data from the *ate. This will enable the individual teacher
.

to :onoentrate on the implications of the test results for his

class,without having to attempt tspersonally consider each of

these questior.

84
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USE W17H

.:hA aXA:7:nr.

PRES= )-TH '771-1 3RA,DE STUDENTS

r

Ina tA'-,t data ..;r1 eitner a blailding or class-

progr.ess on two : ara , lel paths .
. -- consider

each individal objective and identify ..he set of pupils not
attr.'ng the objective and 2 consider the individual pupil

j, those ot2ectvas he 'she has mastered and .those
she no: as:ere...

Tna d_stri -t. - r s r or,

f
summaries provided by the

State give the data needed For overview of the total program
and so-le of the extent to which tne Objectives are

80

(

The -c1ssrcom l'=ting rePor, and
rebcrt brov'de tne necessary data for work with individual

students and classas.

The c;:.assroor. -_s in report my be scanned to obtain a muick
identif'cQt,4on oF all stud4nts in a class wo did not attain a
given objective. A helpful idea may be to color code this report.

.

iby circlin.7 n red or blue. all objectives missed. This will help
the re:.ognition.of patterns 'of objectives mastered o missed

and l'-%r the total c'ss.

The tudent provides the basis for beginning
so7'e diagnosis f student difficulties. The Specific incorrect
reszonee ..icated for every item a student answers incorrectly.

1,7.,'n many of ,,he 6 o, ,eca.

,iyet, these responses can be examined for
clues to misconcepts ,or incorrectly applied tompu9tional
procedures: The teacher must be prepared to follow up on these
clues and conduct a more thorough diagnosis:.

once the initial examination has taken place, the question as to
:het her oc not the test results

knowledge should be considered.

that the objecttve has

content covered since tne testing took place.' an an individual

accurately reflect'the students

For the total group it may be
4

taught as a part of the mathematics'

8 3..
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basis, the teacher may be aware that probltms related to the

testing situation, i.e., reading difficulties or erilotional

rot:le-7..3, may nave caused the student to fail to reach a mastery

in those buildings naving a learning specialist, this would be a

Loiht at -:tics this specialist could be involved,. Many of the

conceptual roes this person works with may also be identi-
,

flacie fro:-. this test. The fearnir.g specialist can also serve

as resource for diagnostic and remedial ideas.

rr scue cases .,it may be appropriate to administer a teacher-made

7=st as P Cha.7 ti or `he 1-4.suts -btr-ined from YEA--'.

_,nce .t is acceptc:d that results reflect the knowledge of the

students, tne organIlation of learning experiences can be
1

undertake n. A limited approach" to this task would seem to be

appropriate to begin with unless the district is able to provide

tne resources necessary for comprehensive approach. Such a

lip filed epproacll would concentrate on possibly four or five

ob!ectives which were identified as being most in need of re- '

'mediation either because of poor overall performance or,because

) of tneir impoftance for the study of subsequent topics in the

matnematLcal sequence. Success with these objectives could then

serve as a model for expansion of efforts to a larger number of

ob,fectives.

H.

A form, similar to, the following sample, would serve to help in

identif5'ing the objOttives and also in recording, e progreSs and

results of such an effort.

8J
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MEAP OBJECTIVES

BUILDING IMPROVEMENT EFFORT RECORD FORM'

Nunber and title of objective selected

This information can be taken directly from the building
summary or any of the .test formsthat-t.indicate the short
form of the objective label.

A. What.ciiteria was used for selection of this objeCtive?

14'4%

tOP
Educational significance

This category would be used for any objective that
was selected because of the objective's specific
importance, regardless of the number of students
who had not mastered it..

2. Distance frpm an ,arbitrary mastery level

) If you determined for your class or building that
X-percent of your students should have mastered
this objective, andthis objective was selected
because less than X-percent achieved the objective
this category would be checked.

Deviation from a norm

82.

ChecK this-Item if you compared your class or
building score With h-a districk. or state shore and
selected the' objective because the class or building
score, was lower.

B. What ttudents-aA identified for. 'involvement?

1. Percent And number of students gho did not master
this item on MEAP test..

These numbers can be taken directly from the class-
room or building summary,

2; Number of students to be involved

This is the 'number of students who are identified
for further instruction or help on 'the obljective
identified. This may differ from 3(1) because of
changes in population since the administration of
the test., the possible inclusion of some pupils
who achieved mastery with.4 or 5 correct, or because
other identification measures are used.

8'1 O
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t

7

:mprovement effort

A. Number of teachers

The number of teachers wno work with the students
identified where this is a building effort.'

NuMber of students who have .not mastered this
objective on pre-testing for this effort.

14
This number should be based upon any pre-:testing
effort. done. It might not require 'formal test
evaluation. _Informal .diagnostic work done by the
teacher could be used. The number of students will
be cart or all of the'students identified in I-B. ,

:f n3 preItesting is done this could be left blank.

7.-%-Wnat. instructional efforts were made to assist these students
to -.aster this objective?

lie tiyy tne approaches used to instruct the students.

What percent Of the identified students mastered
this objective?

6

When you did the final post-teiting of the students
you.haveidentified to work on this objective, how
many of them had attained mastery? Mastery here
shouldrollow the same model as in the MEAP format,
i.e., 63 percent.

Starting date of 1:ork on this objective

Date of post -test on this objective

in the planning of learning experiences for a clash it is necessary

to plan in three ways. (1) Flans must be made 'for all students

who missed a given objective. 2) Plans must be developed .for each

'student to ,work on the set of objectives he/she missed. (3) Plans

must be made for all those students who mastered all of the Ob-
.

jectives.

83



It must be recognized that even where only 30% of the students,
mastered an objective, the presentation of a total class lesson
that does not provide either enrichment or alternative's 'for
this 305 of the students would not be wise planning.

The first step in planning learning experiences for those students'
who have not attained mastery should be the diagnosis of,specific
problems. This potocess may take the form of either a written
sequence of questi'ons or an oral questioning of the student. If
a written test is used the test should contain ifets designedtd.
determine whether or not the student has attained prerequisite
skills and concepts. Also this test should be open-ended rather.,
than multiple choice so that all errors can be identiffed. For
those items which are .non - computational, or as a 'follow-up to a
written test, an oral discussion of the items with the student'
can be helpful. In thisIsituation the student can be asked. to
explain,the:thought process he/she uses in arriving at ari answer.

Once diagnosis of specific student problems has taken place, the
optci.Cns chosen for providing learning experiences will depend..
I.Lon several factors including the size of the group of students,
the number of'classes involved and whether or not the problem is
being approached from a classroom or a total building point of
view.

. t

In those situations where it has been determined that the student
has previousW studied the concept, the following are suggested
as some of the possible approaches that, might be used:

1, Re,turn to developmental objectives -- If diagnosis of the
problems related to an objective indicates a lack of. basic
concepts rgTed to the objective, a -sequence of develoP-
mentalobjectives may need to be studied to obtain an
understanding of the basic concepts. Where this is
necessary the Minimal Performance Objectives for Mathematics
Education in Michigan can be an' excellent r(tosource. .One

8 3-
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particular aspect which should be stressed is the

. manipulation of concrete objects as a part of this

process. This should not be overlooked at either the

Lth or 7th grade level as a tool in working with those

students for whom abstraction presents a.dffficulty.
2 yore exposureeto the topic --.1n those situations where

itcan be identified that students have not had suffi-

experience with an objective to have achieved

mastery it may be appropriate to simplyprovide the

additional experience needed.

'.:se of new materials or teaching methods -- Stud ents are.
kuman. A change in materials or methods, provided it is

mathematically and pedagogica].ly correct, can provide a

change which can help renew the,interest of some students.

one method or material is correct or appropriate for

all students. This last statement should not be construed

as a proposal for an unlimited proliferation of materials ''

but rather as a plea for the provision of several well

planned alternatives.,

Ll Learning Centers -- A number,of mathematics learning centers,

each with activities appropriate to the mastery of a partic-

ular objective, -can be established.' This can be -done either

in'the classroom or, where available, in an instructional

/-Materials center. Wherever the centers are located, one or

more centers should consist of activities which would be

appropriate for studens who have mastered all other ob-
jectives. In this war ad stigma of the learning.centers

being only 'for students'whp had missed objectives would be
eliminated.

-

Varied student groupings
r
-- One method of achieving varied

student groupings would be to set aside a title each day .

during wsic;11 all 4th or 7tn grade students would be Assigned

to groups a .;cording to the objectives they had not mastered.

While these.methods might work most efficiently where there

Cr 4
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is 'a sufficient number of staff members to wb.rk ,N1th

each cif tne groups, this is not a prerequisite. In

some situations, groups can work.without direct adult
)

) supervision.

The formation of groups such as this can provide an

excellent way for building principals to involve them-
.selve in teaching situations.

.

Cross-age Tutoring -- his type of student pairing may
be done in one of two ways. Older students may be paired

with students who have not mastered objectives to provide

them with individual assistance-or stude is who hay not
achiwed Tr.astery may be paired with young r students who
neT40 help with tne develOpmental tasks related to the
specific.obective. This latter approach can provide the

students with the desire to master the objective in order
to be able to help, the younger student. Either of these'

painngs, however, requires close supervision and careful
k planning.

7 :ntra-class pairing of students -- Students can be paired
within class in such a way that if the first student pissed

objeo-tive A and mastered objectlVe 8, he/she will be paired
, iw

wits: stU5ent who mastered objective A and missed objective
'2. This would allo students to work' together without

thestigma.often attached to receiving help from a student
ft..t one's o.tn grade .level.

Regardless of the methods which are employed to remediate problems1

iJentified by '..TAI:' results, a post-test should be developed and-
,

? .administred following the ..onclusion of the planned activities.. ,

.
, .S14;:h a post -test should parallel the state .test in format. The

ad:r2,4r,istation'of'the post-test should allow for a lapse oef time. .

r
betw4en instmition ariJ testing. In this way, stery Veing
tested a's opposed / immedate recall. Only th ough *the.ad-

'ministration ofsutn a post-test Can the 'adequacy of the learning

experiences' in developing mastery be measured.

Ti
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USE OF THE RESULTS FOR PROGtRAM JEXAMINATION AT PRIOR GRADES

) The se of the data as a basis "or the determination of the
/ ad auacy of the piogram at earlier grade levels raises several

imm jiate questions.
,

F is the local attainment level satisfactory? -- It should
be recognized that any single percentage figure used for.

judging a satisfactory level of attainment is purely an

.rbitrary figure at this point in the development of NEAP.

The determination: of a satisfactory level of attainment

should be based upon local factors .combined with a know-

ledge of results as reported on a statewidebasis.
2 'Are the results comparable to previous years' results? All

extremely wide discrepancies in results from year-to-year
should be examined, Some, such as on objective 29-Grade 4-

1974, may be accounted for by changes in the test. Others,
where, chinges are positive, can hopefully in the long run

be accounted for by changes implemented in your program
`based on p,Tevious such examinations.

Ptiority given the objective -- If lowprioritj has been

given a particular objective because of its place within'

the seqUenCe of topics taught in the local district or

because of.some other local rationale, the level of attain-

ment sliouid.fpe expected to be relaeively, low and may be

.acceped as. satis?actory attainment.

For the7th grade tests, districts may obtain'feeder school reports

which provide a building summary for groups of students on the
basis of the elementary schdol attended in the sixth grade. This
report, which must be requested by, the district at the time tests

ate submitted for scoring, should be obtained and used by

c)th and 6th grade teachdrs in studying their program.. Since the

purpose.ofthis report is to prvide building data and it is )

i2
1
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AP

assumed-that in.general 4th grade students are in the same buildings

as in the previous year, no such report is. available for 4th grade

testing. p

Che determination of an unsatisfactory level of attainment on one

or more objectives leads to a. need to determine possible reasons

for -such low levels: The areas to be.examined seem to fall into

the following four categories; test administration; teacher know-

ledge and understanding of the performance objectives; inadequate

instructional materials; and inappropriate instructional approaches.

The solution of any of these problems would call far same. combi-

nation_ of -t following apioroaches.

Inservice programs ,-- Inservice, programs can be designed

tt: help teachers with test administration procedures;

provide teachers with an understanding of the state

minimaa objectives and the state assessment tests; intro-

duce 'nett: teaching tethOds; introduce new materials into

the prOgram; or to provide content background which teachers

may be lacking.

2) Acquisition of new materials -- It may be determined that

.the materials presently in use do'not 'contain sequences

necessary for the attainment of particular objectives. If

this is the case, the purchase of Supplementary materials

or even a total change in materials may be dictated.

3) Introduction of new methods -- The introduction.of diff-

erent teaching approaches, math labs, learning. centers,

increased use of manipulative devices, tc., if only on

a limited basis, may-pi-ovide a starting point for improve-
:

ments.

Changes in .priority -- if the reason for .low attainment

on a given objeciive is assignment of a low priority to

this objective in the total program, the assignment of a

higher priority shoulrbe considered. Local conditions may
. . .

still dictate the assignment. of'a loW'priority. However,

93
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if they do, plans should providefor-the attainment of

the objective at some later grade levels.

introduce review perioqs -- Where it appears hat the

program,should have brought students to a ma eery level

on certain objectives much earlier than the grade at which
2they were tested but test results are poor, the intro-

%

:luction orregularly scheduled review and reinforcement

periods into the mathemat4s program seems appropriate.

The matntenance of previously mastered skills should_ be

integral part of every mathematics program.

I.
The attempt to bring-about change through any of these methods can

,be ,best evaluated over a pefiod of several years.- The attainment

of a consistent positive change in local results is to be antici -'

pate .

C3NOL.ISIOIT,

An overview of possible actions At the local level brings to the

fore these few points which should be made the essence of any use

of EAr' results.

The local district or,build'Mgis tale basic unit for the

p

institution of changes.

2 An organized and systematic procedure needs to be estqlished

tomake ttA! examination and the usage of the data as meaning-

ful as possible.

3 The progress of individuals does nDt conform to an artificial

grade' structure on sequence.

4) The objectiVes tested by the MEAP represent but a small part.

of the total set of objectives in mathematics.

As a beginning, the identification of four or five ob-

jectives as priorityitems on which imprOvement is,needed.
.

will provide good experience. Expansion to a More tull-

fledged use of the data for prograni.improvement and

9-1
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increased individual attainment of objectives can be
built on this experience.

6) Preparations should be make for the use of the data
prior to the time at which results are returned to
the district.

Stiff. N:ARY AND DIAGNOSTIO.TETS

Tne :verall results are very zim,tlar to those from the 1973 .

testing. There is such similarity that the summary remarks
on pages L.6-55 of "Michigan Educational Assessment grogram
Mathematics Interpretive Report 1)73 Grade 2 and 7 Tests" are
quite applicable. The r,,ader is referred to that-book foe
the identificatim strengths ana w.;.mnesses ana for 11.1rri-. .

-2111UM suggestions.

Four areas cis arithmetic arp As continuing trouble tb Michigan
students subtration ana 41,ir;.on of whole numbers, fractions
and decimals. Sin- -,hesc ar-ns are or particular heed, four
diagnostic tests are here included:

i-1
Lt requires a ski ed teacee.mt-_, diagnope the strengths and

fweaknesses of nis ner students. Further skill is,needed in
using the results to design 7eaningful leszons.according to

cthe needs evidenced bythe results. If this booklet and these:
tests. are helpful tO teachers in doing this important job, it

; ', will nave served its purpose well. .

0



DIAGNOSES FOR INSTRUCTION.- DIVISION

Tea,^_h rs have a personal concern about the mbst effective ways

to.Ldeltify and overcu:ne weak areas experienced by their. own

.parti;, filar group, of children. We know that Ilak areas identi-

fied in this report may not be the difficulties ex?erienced by

any ,:ne particular group of children, and that.it./A.11 be*

ne:essary for teachers to use their own understanding'and per-

gpective 'n leall_ng with the needs of their own pUpils.

:n cur search for solu ions for these,distittive problems we

nave expande-5 this yea s report to include sample questions for

furtner diagnosing of instruction in particular areat,+ and re-

lated apprscpriate corrective action to be used vihere necessary.

To *ascertain any reading difficulties; children are asked.to

circle. any words they cannot read but .to try t.o answer the ques:-

anyway:

The sample diagnostic test for division emphasizes four parts

where, weakneste, may. occur:

:,:eaning of Divisiori (Questions 1 -3)

Se'ts must be equival.ent

Writing a dillision equatioA(The numeral before the A

sign dividend) indicates "what is being divided, shared,

cut'Up. or otherwise separated")

cc; Rewyiting the division fact as a multiplication fact,

-inverse

II. Knowledge of Facts(Questions,4-5) .

a, ,Mi.ssing factor for certain easy and difficult facts/

b' Writing and answering division facts

4'

y3
.

a

, t

11

*#





Division Steps -uestions 6-11

.4
S.

a D:V:LE to form- as many equivalerit sets as possible
b Y.171T...FLY to ascertain tow .any have been divi-ded.

'S7'="%ACT to see how many re:nain not divided,
Division Algoritr) Q_uestions 12-

box
o-w-, edge of both the eauat o form

_Kr..ow'ed.le, of the, di vi dend or product: : place in the
on and b.ox.fcrm

owedge
divided 5y 1-place. no remair.der I

92.

1

3-place divided by 1-place, remainder
diVided by 1-klace, raLnder
divided by 1-place, no remainder, zerc in quotient

,) j-,The test:,Lsaccompanied by some s......ggestions...for things to do-withoutIls who do not perform well on any one or more parts of e test.
1.

i Or: - An swer ey

c.

2 P. 6 4- 3 . 1:3. 3 'x 2 = 6

35

'),

-:- 5 =

C. 3, ,

7 or 35 4. 7

e. 8. f. o,
- 5 e.

g.

56

119,

÷ 7-

1-t. 9

= 8 )r 56 ÷
3: +.5.. 6 3: 6 f. l2 7 = 6 212

5 14" z_ 8 .
g. 119 7 = 7

25 4-
t::. 63 7 = 9 63

3 should be writteh in each of the 5 spas

8' = 7

6=7
N..,

9 . 7
,

7.

.

b. Divide Question the child furthe? 'if either of thesti.:er two answers is given--s.ee,what the thinking was
154 - #-, b. 1a. 5 x 15-

11: c. Subtrac,t:. 16 = 1

612. 1. 7.727f 15. 6
. 13'.i,

I 112''-".

15. 17.b.
1. d. 911r2 19. e. 9350

.97
,
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st

1,

=:AGNOST:C TEST

D:V:STON

Six co...F.L.,,s are to ce divided among 3.
.2hildren.e. ,-_ra;4a) picture of .he 230KleS

Ln your worr:spa. and circle each

2.niLd's

How many :ookies did ech'oh'id receive?

2 rte th=,' division equation' and answer

for 'Pr-Oti=m '*1 on the line below.

What multiplication problem do you see:

in your wcrkscao'for Problem #1?

she multipl:catio problem is

WORKSPACE.
4

I

40

I

I

Writc the-missing numbers in the boxes:

a 5x D. 35
V. x

X = ":

d. x. =

Write a divisi
A

each of tl-te fac

a.

b.

e. 7 x Ele= 56x 7 =42_

g- 7 T< 7 =

h. CI x 7 = 63-

at and answer for
r .

in FroblemM.

e.

g.

.h.

You have 16 marbles to divide among 5

children. Write the number of 'marbles

you would give each child in.the boxes

own in the WORKSPACE.

9 g'

6)

6).

4



Wi.".).RKSP'ACt
au.

For z.is First Stet-_: ,n Problem #6),
'07-1

a. '.b:C_tiply b. Divide o. Subtract

now mary ^ arb es altogether are in

the 15oxes?
as

a. b. 16 'P d.
1::

Seofn.c.'Stec did yo',.;)
.7

b. 2ivide . Subtract

\ man v ^.:arbles remain outside the,

b oxe.s?

!a. ''' b. 1 cp. ',16 d. 0'

. , .
11 F.:r this Third Step did 'Sou

a, 14',..11tiply Divide c. Subtract

12, Write the divi ion problet 45 ÷ 5

in the. box form shown Ibelo'w.,

. _

13) The answer.to' Problem 412 is

=0

14Y write the multiplication sentence

D 'x 7. = 42 in the division}ision 6ox form

below.

,15) The answer . o Problem #14 is

\

9

. I.

Nr
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I

.

.'*se ,you t 'viorksplace to '.-;:rkieach of the
"fol.10 wing 4en,cirele the,
c.:_rre?.:t answer be'_;5w, each problem.

16

17-

^

÷ 5 =

*" -
. =

a.. b.
1-

clr1

1

a . t.530 b 97-;5

e. 953r1 .

.

.

;

50

7.3. d.

711r2

-

c 935'
, .

r

e. 81

1,

0

95 e. 75r1
(

a. 911r2

WORKSPACE

4

4. .

4

4

100

f

t

f

1

.1

:

t

.'



CORRECTIVE ACTDONg- DT VISION -

!!eanin,i7 of Division. 4
&a-1 d

V

I

I

96

;.'sing plastic glasses and spoons, have children illiUstrate

one division of Tany even numbers by 2, s.ay they have

divided one fii.st step..and tell the viultipli,cation

fact they see the second ste`

,:s:nc the plastic glasses, have children illustrate the
4ivision c:ad nurbers by 2. This type of problem repeats

.

zhe first two steps and shows the third step, subtraction,.$
to find tne remainder.

.

iyie seven paper cookies :ordreal ones) among two children -

to introduc'Q the idea that there need not bfe a remainder. .

Eacn Child will get 3 whole cookies and ohe-half of- the

remaining cookie.

Draw boxes and write in them the number in each equivalent

set as division is perforMed.

6 -
52/7-f- 1-f 2

. 3

I

3.

ro

101.

1.6
7 X 6, =42
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.
I

c.

. O
Kn-owledge of Facts

L

gir

Pair mu,ltipl cation and 'division facti,.and hlk Abut.j_'a
1

..., 6
% 0

the uelarionstip between, these operat,ionse. i . .

b As the class works to&ther, each child fills In a
4`

worksheet,.:.

z

Hnw many
altogether?

..

How many
sets?

How many In
each' set?

.

. .

Division- '1.11aliplida-
.10

.Fact
..t

.

. -

-tiOn.'act
. .

.

.
.,

.

.

.

.

..

-

c. L5 i- = 9'

.

.

. ,

5 x 9 4. /.1.

-

....2.
.

.,
,., , . r

.

.

.

,

,..._.0/1
.

.
.

.
,

.

+.P. .8 =

.,
.

,

.
,

(

1 ,

.

.

-

,

;

. ,

/
.

...

. .

,

.

.

EST:7;ATION ON14! Don't Overdo!
-

At.

Divide each number by
p

write the answer below 4t:'

.

1-6 36
,

66 36 76, /6 26. 56. 96.

.

I

.

1

4
S

...-

10 2

A

)

Z'
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V. .nivisi'on.Algorith:.1

4
.a ;OLng . ahandas an aUtometic money-changer helps children . ..

. .6, .
.

to distr:Lbute the diwiclend% Both our numeration and money.

systems are based on TEN, and when dividing in either

.Z'
A

41.

613

r
-System we may.utilize the idea of "automatic - changing" from
ar,ecdecimal place tT another by mo'ving,a hand to the right
ois trle desired place :behin it).

,
-

'Fie crif:ldren;will divid theiyri2,h uncle's giistf,of $125.
.

.,--,

-r.,4 ml...,..n hill each child Telseive?
'

.-
. (

2-3" . *O0
5f/.2,5

0

fi 1 0 is

.11 .

1_41

:%'
4 Each of the chileOltn reaches. for the $160 bill, but there.

-% ; is smly one of these. (A hand behind the HUtDREDS glabe' -..,.
,

* ,shows this 1 hundred.).
. -

.

,.
Someone must go t'a the bank i i:o exchange it for ten ;$10 bills
,. -,.
,,.:, put with the ti:o

.

$10 bills. (A 11810 behind the TM place :
autiomatisalqy'shows the 12 lien-dollar bills.)

Learners Mou(,o: Use your AutomaticHand-Changer for instant
. .

, ser/ice. , . .
I

.
1

ID) Relay Game:; Divide Clas's' into.'five teas: eipbers take
' fturns competing at the chalkboard, working a problem given by

.

the tachere When all children-have finished, the first
.

.
. correct answer 'earns two pointh.for'that,team, and all.

0
other correct anhwers earn one point for those teams. gewJ
::embers of ,each team take- their places at the b'oard and a
riew prtille'.1is given. The,first team to score ten points
'wins -the game. Children at their seats work every problem
also, and areTalled on individually to give each answer

before the judging of 'the board work.

103
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7IAtNCSES FOR TNSTaJCTION - SUBTRACTION

The sample. diagnostic test 5Or'sAtraction vith.whoie numbers

emphasizes five pdrt:s where wekneSes may occur.

.
i

.

Knowledge of'Fx..ts and thPsubtrictio%SymbOli (Questions 1-9)

.
. A

I:. Knewlng Wien Ycu Can Subtract (ipestions 6e--9)

The student'mlist
r
be,aware that there is an order implied in

. 1

- tne'sut,ra6ic.n format and whe% the digit in the subtrahend is
.t .T!

greater than 'the diait in .the thinuend, he or si.ie must regrOup.
.

0..,777. ..u15tra.-:tionNwtthout Renaming (Qnestfions 10-16)

Observe the stuaeht write'te'answ-ers to see if.he or she
. .-,

. subtracts in the ones place first. Watch for attempts to . f.
.

1 : ocrrw" without >/
.

%

.L.. .Knowledge !,,f Numeration. N,uestions 17-21)
.

Place value

b), Renaming

subtraction with Renaming (questions 22-30)

'a) Watch Item Number 24 wee if the student renames

when it is not necessary.

Pay special attention to Items 25, 27, 28, and 30
) Swhich involve zerc:). -

Some 'suggestions for follow up.

1. Us:176undles'of ten sticks to illuserate su btraction. Tongue

depressors or swizzle sticks are good materials. Have the

student subtract boy using the sticks V
#
nd expiairi whatheZstie.

ins loing while he/she records the results.

..41`

if

104.



.
Example:? 34 n (1) Can't ,subtra4 8, Tens 'Ones.:. - 18 f'rom 4', ssre.name 34. ...

0 !HiI

.

I
1.4

.

4

4 #.
' 1 8

6

2 14

as tens and 14 ones. t . ..

06'

., ,
.,

.L

%%kkl ITIllif 8 one
,(2). Now, 124 n:LinpfsV3 remove
is 6 - write the, 6.

, ON(3). 2 tens minus 1 ..... Temove

ten is 1 n - write NV 1 ten -.\ ,Z ;\-: i
A. 8" . , ...
14 ,fr-)

1. in, the t ns pldce.
tit ...4.-,

l. 2,.,

24 Have the Students cic-cl',',.,th r answers ih-rpugh adClitiui:
4 a. . '34 so 18 b. 504 so /V 3.16

+ 16 - 316 + 188
I -:176 -*-5-4 1.6t5 .

EmphasLe that subtraGtioh additiOn are inverse dperati9ps:.
Addi,ztion. "undoes' subtraction and, vice .versa

4

.
,Subtraction. r Answer Key'. .

-. 0-

.

. . .. .1.. 3.1. , 2. 1 . 4 4-. 11 ,_ . ' '5..3.
.crass out Problem 7. , 6. 3 8: 5' . 9. 'O. #'4. .
10. 11. 11. 25 12, 30 .13. '310 J i 11. 5

...15. 362 . 160. 22,22' .17.. *8 13. 1
. 19.. 'a . Li. tens 42 ones .

. .
20. a:. 5 hundreds ) '

fti

.---t

- b. 6 n ,cglreds . . ,
. b.! 10 ones .

. 1

, ..

C ,t 4 tens N. ii. . C. 29 tens 10 one's,
3 ones . - d.' )700' or dr hundreas .,,

, %r .

c. .3' huridred 0 tens 2 bn4s
21. a. 6 b. 1,2 . c.

24.; 61 5. 170 ' .4.261 43.4

13 ,c1. 9 b. 15; f.
28 23. 18

7. . 427' 28. 32 29. 204 30. 107'

.1 '1/4

41P

.-16Le.3
0

. $

n

4

a



DIAGNOSTIC TEST ,

t SUBTRATION,
. '

F*-
, . ., .* .

. , .
.

, .

Additiorr and, 'Subtraction Problems: - Look. at' &he sign.'
,

.

a.
+ 8

3 2. 6
4 3. 7

5.

-

, a
+ 2 :

5

Subtraqtios

6. 7
4

A

oss. out those problems -where 3fou CANNO'r'subtiadt.

4

7. 6 ,8 5 9
9 o .

Subtraction:

1

V

0. -16
.

11. 29
.

- 12. 50
4 1

15. 6b3 16: , 4738 -:
301 .2516

20 .

13.). 426 14.: \87;
: , 5 , . - 11E0. - 82

.. .

1.-

.17. `Which digit ls in the -tens place in
"

16 .104 hich digit is in the hObdre.ad pllice in

" ,

19. WriM eachlnumber out in its place

. ,Exampke.:. S7is 3 tens 7 ones
,

a. 42 is tens , one

43 is hundreds

A

Answer /

1'51031 Answes

value., Look at the ,exaliiplet

rt.100.

a

..

, 'No



/ '
4

-20... Rename each number. s /

: .
a. 50 tens is the' same as hundreds:-

.

b.. 500 'is the sane as 49, tens an& ones. r-
,

$,
.c.. 300 is the same as,29 apd ones.

dt tens is the,,same as

*

'21. Rename, each
.

number by findtne....4e missing number.

4.

10

.1

.

Jo'

) .

73 = tens 13 ones \,.

- '

4
-J

-

a

.

b. 42-= 3 tens
.

. -'kbne.s

c. 243 2 hundreds, 3 tens ofles

.d, '406 = 3' hundreds tens. 16 Ones-

e. 315= 3 hyndredz 0 tens ,ones
.

f. 502 = 49 tens . ones

%

Subtraction:

22. ( '46 23. :53
18 , 35.

24.

.

30.
9

84

V

3

-Z,

, ,

-
*P.

,

I, . - ;,

25.. 3Q5. : 26., .681,
135 , , 247 .

700
273, .

28. 503 4.4

..-

29. 422
-471 7, 218 / ' ...

1050
1943

)

1 1,

,%

is

a,
1
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DIAGNOSTIC. TEST,

1TACTIONS

ecognizing The Unit

1: Which pictures shows. one whole thing.-shaded?
.

la
(''d)

eV.

.4.

111111- 1

DO

---,/

qual.-Size "Pieces

2. , Draw a. ring if thepieces are,.equal size.
,

fc'.',. r
'
fl.i t 'an X if -they aee not. 1 .

.

3. Mark.. eac o show egual.size pieces.

.

WoreNames For Parts.

.

11.

4. 'Which picture is shaded 'Co show 3 folgths?.

111111,
40000464.40,440.*

77,771,9%

411444441

a, 1.08

.

7

"o 4

A*,



4

R

Pictures 'For. Fractionsl
Shade the -153.fctures/t show

2
1.

#

the fractions.

6. Draw a picture to show the fractions .

a

4.

I

2

;

Fractions And Word Names

7. lixitet the fractioPon;

2 fifths' =

I

3 sevenths =*
8.- Write th,e n'&0,Ts .

5 _ 2
7 2,_

'9

10 'tenths =

,

Addl:tion_/jSubtracti6n7-Liker Denominators
.:' ,''-fa.... .

,A,- . 2 'if the 41

7 10. .3. sixihs -i- .3 .sixths = ?-i-, 3 fifths-1'..
4, 5.)

,

., a
.1 ' 2 . :7

7'4- 7 , 12. -r-
FY /13. 5 ÷ 51,4?11.

.,
14. 5 7

T.-G + TO-

r7i 6 4
.

,-.-
3 7 .1 ,.. . ".

.
J.5 . -1

'0 6' .;§* -T5 1-5-.--,

25 35
100 t 100 1§' ..34. 2.26%

. -.

20. Drama .a Picture to li91.1)2'
V 4 :. ,*. A

(k.Problems

21. Four people shade 1 cetndy bar equally. viiow much does each
persgil get?

a' .

a
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aiAGNOSTIC TEST

DEC:MAIS

Fractions For Tenths And Hundredths. 4

1. WI:ite the fraction for the shaded pai-t Of each picture.

Fractions 4nd Decimals

Write tne decimal for the parts shaded in Ex. 1:e

3. 'Write the decimal

3 _

4

100-

4 5
10

=

100

15

47

. 4

- , .

100

OG
-

100

Is Write-tithe .f.ractim --,

* .. .

0.3 = '0.9=
.

2 = 0.13 =C

110

4

0.1 =
0.99 =
0.90

r-11Q/.
K.

4

Air
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A

Tenths .And Hundredths

5 Write as. tenths.

_ . 100
100

Wrfte as hundredths..

2
17 =

0.2 . ^ - 0.1 =

Addition/Subtraction,

7 d .113.5 6.c
.2 -a- 2.: 3.8

1\

0..42 + 0.69 +. 0.11

7.3.
8.6

8:. Subtract

0.9

-
o.8 - 0.3 . 6.8 - 1.9

9. Add .
.

-I
0.2 4- 6.3 .

0.8 . 6.94 + 3.2 - .

+ 0.95

C-.

111

oh,

6
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Fraction - Answer Key

1. a, b, and c

2
,
. 11

7 ../

. 1.-..r ..=

.., (

3 . 5 fifths

4.

6. Drawings will vary.

Five-sixths two-thirds one-half

96 sixths 'or one 11.
2

12.

12

t

one 1-- - 7 3_6 17. 7 1.8 .

63
100

2 2

o

Fictures,will vary 21. one-fourth
it.

DPcim.1 - Anwer Key

1. -=-L- 2. 0.3 :.23 3. 0.3 0.'i) . 0.9
lc .1.:

1.2' L.2 3.1
,

.D.04 0.12 - 0.47

.3.04 , ,4.84P.5 20.99

1- 17 10
-.5. --. to 0.3 or

lo /1714 G'.6 75 or 1.010'
'

2,
1 3

.
.

2
...,.;

99

g 2:.

'"

-5

r
I -^

, 1,7 or *---=.7

or 2C or ,:).10 63 or 7).60 7. 1.1 1.5100
1.58 1.22

. :.10

9. 6.5, 1.75,z
112

A

J

22.8
4.
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G&AD FOUR

'lstlD 10/74

STATEWIDE SIflIMARY, GRADE FOUR

4'

MICHIGAN EÔUCATIONAt ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 1974-75.Ot6
Co Sc

olr*sT$icT I

WCLATO4IØS ____ _____
= _____ ___________

I -

70-74 $0 A- -

65-69 43C
60-44 451 12 - _________ ____
55-ft 744 12 __________________________________________
50-34 *3 44 -
4-49 1162 19
$ 0-44 $41 .14

I15-19 4 1

I

6C4S7 OP1Pnc

QBECTIVE
p.,u

4 -
-...

/
. * * £

3 ft2 $6 , 12ii412; i IoICATç O$JECTS ThAT
1 1 i 1 4 S2 c649SC, 2j IIC4TE SIIIILAR GECIIETRZC5SA?ES
I I 6 4 7 66 75146944 31 INOICATE 0S-ECT$ *UAJE RiLt-TOEPYV.'-
1 2 2 3 6 66 9214I42 4 DOICATE LNGEST. AND ZHOIIE3 O!JET
Z 2 3. 1 3 $6 S1'14$!32 .' ,SINOICATE FD.ST AND LAST -

2 7 4 3 9 74 6314I6ce,. 6CI00SE EQUIVALENT SETS.
15 6 31 2 4, 6-9 73 4$62C CHOOSE SS 8AVING EWE**1D.. _-.

2 6 s a ia 62

1 tII(8ERt 3 2 2 4 *8 c214c'.571 CI4CCSE 8S,TNEa IC IPEE
WTEI A2 31 4 9 13 69 R4St3j Li, C4ÔOSE NU0E 8EFO1EOI $E*.'-

3, 5 1& 6$ 66490431 12' ICEN7IFA k'UNE*3L LESS.THALA.0O.
, 10 1131 36 7U492i$ LII IH04CAT jN$E$.8EFOJE

Oj 1 2 5 13 79 S2I4c
;

14 1ND1CAT W4ICH CF 2 MJM6E*S IS cREiTE
2 4

q
ii, 11

9j
20 45

s47
6r4c3iQ6

t5 LKOICATE THE VAUJEi OF
16 CHOOSE LIST CF P4.iMBES.Hi

I I -

I I 08 3 E C 7 1 V E

0 1 L4 73 $'9145S3 L7 1IID1C* GAEA1E* OR LESS,
2 S 5- 9, 22 5$ 6C4S5S7 1 INOICATE NEXT NUNBER IN A SEQ3CS'_ .

7 5 E-4 - 71149413 i'n.orcrn A-tUIBEL-fl4AT
AU 24, 1 36 52*48315', 20 SELECT SET WITH TWICE ASA31EMSE1LAS...AIOT1ER
0 L L L't3 Q*4c47S 21 AD T-011T & tIE-QrT -KINSIsbA*Ptm- ----is & 10 57 67'14773 22 KLMER SENTECES / SU6T$.tT1CN . - - - _ AR2. c s41aU* z iuBE* 1E%TEES / ADDI71oS-atu$TRACT)O*-- 11E177F7q 8' ' Ti 22 51 7324$1311 241 lUXERICAL SET CCMPARISOKS -
1 2

7$
4IIIt, ii S2**Sete 25 SUSTUCT OWE-OIGIT FAQ*.$0-C1CT:-MER--J OR0YC AN.2 4 ' 5 17 69 114c645' 26SLBTRCTTHO-OIQI.T *CNTO0IG[TNUMBER/J(O'ZORROk3MG. M14 2' 21 'SUS c414E4I3 z111ELU,flANI ,.

1 3 1 g 3, 5$ 141574 ?8 IOEKIIFYIGRUTEST C LASJ.PSOJNT .0* 1fl,Y
1 28 '94&i3! 2' I0E*TI TEPU1T**tZ 2-. 1. .1 -. - -

A 3 S $ j7 2 TS*4c524 30- IDENTIFY EC1TR*C SUES_
I i I 1I. i 1' -"

!Itt. -L . .)s*4.s LEAD 5 - , -
4' $ 10 11 20 47 6 *444C 1J hATCH bÔRDS NITH DEE1ITI06CS -

7' 7' &Z34 7l*e75 . I6C3TE $*AU$
9 5' 13' 57 7t1471'32 3jCHC0SEORDAPP6CPRJATE

14,41 1*44*51 -441tR1 WI-*T1I- 1I*TL .------ '- --'-i-w
3 $ AL 15 2O 41 611147131 51ALPMLIETZZE NC*OS Tt47DJE,tAST .3 I *

2 - SI 14 70 44SAC I4*ICAT$ FAcTuAI,suICTI5--- - .-- -7, 7 5, 3 7 70 71*4*745 7 IlDICATE FICTICNALSELECTiCkS._,
10.1ZZOt 47 47*41251 1ZCAt* ET'S'** - '-.- -

q 13 17 26 25 ¶7*4*52? c IHOICATE TLTL 0ST. PRCEPJ&It...ECIç.SEUTXQ1
21 U 5$4 '5 A0L1*TI PICti*E$.-

I

I $ .10 12' 15' 46 67*4702 l3 Ckh0OSE ANSYP lEST ES I51,)C.LMACTØ F
& 2J fl S5& 453 &4 C$O :p45. *.-0%.*t$ANt1*.-F1

I 80..11I I1 4$ e64$31C1 15 $TCHCASES kIJH EFFECT
o a*e*cs &-astoirn.- -$.1UL..' 24 7* 54)4Et7017 AKSNE! LOCITICIIAL WE *EL

- i ;i*zsuI 4-atlau4L .s au
76 70 T £TPt 14

LL
I U -

1i1 1 -'

S.
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STATEWIDE' SUNIARY , GRADE SEVER

111

MICHIGAN tDUCATIDNAL ASSES,§MENT PROGRAM 1974-75 CfEAR 6)
CLAssecom, soca.

OR DISTRICT
0617K* SUm44411.

COO(

SOCOL.
COOP

5fVFN.

D411:710 10/74

wow) eft710.6.465
)004.0.4.4). -

VACJCOW figgoc,
4-L44

-4
num.
64,1*.

70-74 131. 1.-.1
E5-69 - 3260 5
60-44 6711 10
5.5-59 12842 20
50-54 105521 16

.43-49 9777 15
40-44 11106 17
35-,39 5967 9
30-34 4224- 6
25-19 950' 1
20-24 222 1
15-19 56 1

. NUMBER
65798 OF PUPILS

-2111111EISIMMEI1112211116021rt--....:,

=_271N111111111111100811_`..f:',-=_-:..

---.21116=21M161228611M11=70_'-

.tea or r.00rsucHlm

31 4 6 11 23 54
1" 1 1 ? 'IR 86
01 1 2 313;

2 4;4 3 6' 14 73
Z 117

1 7 3 4 16 75
11 5 4 5 15 72
1 3 3 5 14 73
5$ 6; V 3 5 78
3 6

10
7,
9

7
8

13
13

63
52

10 9 E 4 5 64
1 2 4 6 12 Se

1 13. 14,12 16 33
151 Id 6 5 10 56

4 11 11 `113 241 37
5 11 8 12 VP 50

--- OBJECTIVE A
04.1ECTM

COOE
1 .14 A T H E N A T I C S.., avairatiloir...,,:... --,...Le...T.,:z

'1

7 61514 1 IDENTIFY NUMBER 100/1000 LARGER. -- .... ..-v -- ..-".:.-- ---' .." - 4541-417
9 61593 2 IDENTIFY AlIAISIC MINERAL

11327 N ADO 3- APO 1- 2- AND 3- DIGIT Jaliiiiitr..f. _T. I- - --. mi-41-,6-22
AR-I-B-89

/ 614ta 46 ADO TWO Oa THREE NUMBERS Alt-11-A-26-a 615651 S SuaTAACT 2- OR 3- 0/GIT 011.1/SER F11011.1 DIGIT NUMMI AN-11-13-20
17161474! 6 REPRESENT REPEATEC ADDITION AS NULTiPLICATDON AR- 1 F-C-6
94614534 2 INVERSE 14.11 TIPLIOATIOR . . . AIL-21-C-1191:U PUNIER1319 8 MULTIPLY 1 -DIGIT NIER AND NULTIPLE OF

,
01.100 Aft- II -C -13

17161374$ 4 MULTIPLY 2 -DIGIT ANCI I-DIGIT NURSERS AltIIC15
173612731 1 SUPPLY RISS I NGtFACTOR / MULTIPLICATION

6516C9541 1 DIVISION i cme-titcyr urnsom4 FOUR-DIGIT 0110141303

AR-II-0-5
8346C776, -111 REWRITE DIVISION FACT 14 MULTIPLICATION!CATION FACT - . AR-II-D-7
163610331 1 DIVISION / ONE-DIGIT oryisom DIVIDEND LESS THAN 100 AA- II -D-9

AN-11 -0-15
65"35P551 ,16 IDENTIFY CONGRUENT PARTS . AA-III-A...1
701,6C 15 IDENTIFY SHADED AREA OF FIGURE WITH FRACTION AR.g11.4141
49360480 16:12110ER FRACTIONS WITH LIKE DENOMINATORS AR-III-A-19
46'1602 17! IDENTIFY SUM OF TWO FRACTIONS WITH LIKE 01304171-ATONS

6 60004, L9 SUBTRACT FRACTION FROI NIXED NUMBER / tuck opeamtvrats
16011C11 113 ADO 'IWO MIXED ).UMBERS WITH LIKE DENOMINATORS .

L

. 4 AR -.III -I-4
AR- III -D-7
AR-.III .-C4

TIE

=p.m 1 ...0 um .

'" 0 BJE' C T 1 Y.E
I c%Rri

15 IS
12 81
6 5,

41i-144;10i
2 7'
7 21'16'
5 1?

.5 9;
* 14

391 1162 6
f.i 44
1 3
7i 141
1 3
21 71.4 6
2! 31
A 17
Ij lj
q I

4

Si 1215 8
41 71

2 5'
44 11
6 A

41 911211S1

. 21 1
4, 1
61 1
5; 101
14 111154 9
33 al

a
6' 101
7 7,
21 33
4,

I
I

III

6!

9

22
16:2
4
91

13
91

6
151
4
*15
6
4(1412*

10,
5

12

121
6
61
3
II
6'

a
1041
1?
11

12

12
1
11

18323

14,10
51121

7;
11
24
33.17

1

1S,
1 V,

1/12
15
e
S

10,22
RI

I

/311
10

II
a
S
S.

13-
12

1
12
I*
15.i
I3
15;
13e'
101233

13

1CR

IV
21m

4

21.22
24,
0

21$

21:1,29
29
1051
5

-1

2,

I
I
16
11
1

71

2
2
2
2
27
21
2121

2

26
28116

33
56
IS
15
43
4

11

30p
39
SO
52

59

74
41
41
69
34.

13
SI
34
63
69
65
34
43
43
42
32
39
30
37
46
40
*a
49
35

13
6
8
2
71
1
2

54
.-.9
651590C

7
4
8

6
I
54

5
69

7

7
a
64

14
St
63
S2
5
6
61
62
12
61

10296
54431
6035?
406
59822

94
1111

582
SACO

Safi
11,41
5945
5E474
c TI
59324
6C$53
577
6142
61180

SII
59034
60225
6C517
40309
5911O'
5t4e4
5E657
35162
51843
56421
51211
54423
57114
StS11
58$16,
516W
ACCE7
40394

2
21
2

241
25
21i
27'
2
2
3
3
32,
N
3
35
3
3
36
3
4

1
2
31
4
51

-4
7'
a
01

10;
111
12
134

1
16,
tr,
1

1
2

ita KINDER
. 7.-' -.'

SLITRACT CCr FRAcTich FROM WHOLE
MULTIPLY 2 UNIT FRACTIONS
IDENTIFY ILLUSTRATED CtECIRK FRAcTUIN

IA/1k PLACE VALUES OF-DECDiferfrACTItar
ADDITION / SUBTRACTION DECIMAL PACKERS TENTHS
AD317ION / SUBTRACTION OECINK. fIDDLEIS TENTHS AM' BOOTHS
ADDITION / SUBTRACTION DEOI/U1. PROBLEMS VERTICALa.
IDENTIFY PAIR OF SETS-I Egutvx.ea RATIO
ESTIMATE AREA CF A .PELT4cmi
NAME huNIER -OF URN, -IN A 'RECTANGULAR SOLID -
TELL TIRE '
IDENTIFY A.N. AND P.U. - ,-, 7- <

ADO / SUBTRACT RChEY
.0SOLVE PICKER WITH PICKY 'ALMS ---

READ TEMPERATURES
141,41 CULORI LATERALS . . 1
IDENTIFY SURFACES REPRESENTING PLANE OR PART OF PLANE
STATEMENT OF EQUALITY,/ SUPPLY MISSING NONNI*
SLPPLY SYMBOL OF EQUALITY rINEOUALITy
CCMPL$TE EQUATION WITWONE4-2/4.0 , --:
DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY / SUPPLY MISSING VALUE

* s * ir e AitarTT * 6 4 * ** * Ip*
c.

NA WORDS VIM 111!;IKIIIONS
IND CATE PHRASES WITH SAKE MEANINGS
10E III PIETHOI7 OF MAKING OAT). r 1
ALP eETIZE WORDS THROUGH FIRST THREE LETTERS
INDIC ACTUAL SELECTIONS .- '
INDICATE FICTIONAL SELECTIONS
tuncATE *mom PuiPoSt -

INDICATE TITLE NO3T APPROPRIATE colt SELECTION
tICICATE PICTURES NEST DESCRISINGIIAIN IDEA IN Sa.tOTIONS
CHOOSE LEST SUMMARY OF A SELECTION
CHOOSE SELECTIONS ALINE IN IDEAS 'EXPOSS/0
MATCH QUOTATION FROM STORY WITH SPEAKER
ANSWER QUESTIONS SELATING.TD-SEQUENCE IN trettIs

ANSWER LEST DESCRIBING HOW CHNUCTEll FEELS IN STORY
ANSWER QUESTIONS RELATING TO NOTIVATION
41TCH CAUSES WITH EFFECTS
SELECT NELNINfts. GINENALtaltroNs. Colttuisteallerf -EZPRESS
ANSWER LOCATIONAL CUESTION ABOUT REFERENCE SOURCES
ANSWER IMAM:NAL QUESTION A40/1T NEIISPAPIERS -
CHOOSE MOST APPROPRIATE CONCLUSION FOR A STORY

.
,

4 tC -0"

.
AR- III -C -6
Alt- III -0-4
AR-Iy-A-3

-AR RIW-4--7
AN- i v-3-3
AR41.4.4
alt-1*--15-.9
48-1a-t5
Pti-D-a
RIg.C.7
N-I I A-10
1641,-*-12
/4-11-.4-7
W.rI14-9
Prg I.-C-3
r.%441:4
Gg-1375
04.;Z-
AL -4

4....4_. :
AL-7 c..,_

)44- ,-.-'or.. 1

i'Lref-t 7
18.2Tl
21.1_
12.1.
22.2
/11.1 .6 21:3
24.1
24.24
24.3

,
14.4- 1
25.3
ItilMONEE
17.2
fa.- e?
29.12,4rourr
31.1
32.3 Z132.2

7a
'

.

. oa
a'
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GRADE 4 TEST
d

1

43-Test
ite 6(m Numb r

1...q.

16-22:

3etore 21

3elfj.re'26

E1-.5.

H-c:.

'111-115

1'

4.

129

141-145

148 ,

151-155

. 156-16.-

j.68 \

180'

A
4

1973 Gbjedtive 1974 Obijective

Numbtr ahange Number

-23 Dropped

35 Dropped . X
...

22 Add "Add:" 21
.

e+

27, ''Add "Subtrac ft

25

. 16 sc:DtoR: ptt n sample X

.

, .

e'seg.tion4(i em 84 chenged)

31-L Drop the w rd "figure" 30

' Add the num Fdrs"3, 6, 9,.

/, 12 to each 'clock in each

item . .

Change foil lett4r C. -Co

letter H .
1

26 Add the words "than in,the 24

smaller grout i'n to each .

... .
4 question .

24 Aake X's more precise 22-

29 .*Dropped; used J.n sample X

- sec ion 0 .
30 ..-, Aped; used in sample., X

. ion _ .

33 / Change foil A to 40°; B to 29

50°;-.Ktk 600

4., -432 Make ollar pict4es 11ger 28

Y
.

I

IP*

.;

117,

4

4 4



1

ft

tb ft

114.

GRADE 7 TEST 411!,

.-1..

. , 4 . ..

1973 Test. 1973 objective 1974 Objective
Item Number Number Change .. rNumbe .

a
-'31 -35 . 34 Dropped ,..

X . --)

41-45 . 7 Change .each qupstion to: '6) r.
...7.

fr:j ".Which one of these notes
> the same number as.... 'T

59 8 , Change foil B to 633;. .

,8

. II
A. foil. D to 360 .

17 12 --- Change prbbiem to 12

90

j' 7 "n - 5
91 , 26 Change- foil, C to .219 / ',. 26 e.

92 26 ., Change fell G to .687 ,- 26 ,
, 96-100 , 22 Darken all shading -22

99 . 22 . Foil "fio ,09; foil B: .19;.' 22:

Aft foil C: .90; foil Dr: .91

10.1-10 23. : Replace ,each comma ,to .el :23
. , .

. + sign.
106-110 .16 Change wording in :qtiet,-. 16

V

115

Lt 0 J -Ch,ange problem td 37

,

0
.*

.
. .16

.
. i

. 15

15

". . 15

15

15

. :
, t'ion. to: "Whibh group of

fractibns belowlis in order
4 -,

of increasing value?" .

;Cha5ge foil D to -, 16
6 84 .

...
F' E' F' B.e

.
.

Change fon 0 to ; -5.
.

Change foil J -0 i .. 15

Change foil A to ; . 15

Change foil J to a 1,50
.. t.

-5
2,Change 4.01 D. to - .

\ ..15 ... .

. .

113 4
...,

t :- 4.
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.

. 1973 Test

Iterh Number.

,

123'.

.13

:

-1973 Objective'

.
Number

---.. .

181 ,.

. .

18

: e

Change

.'. .

Change foil G to

Change foil H. to

change foil J to 516

\ 1 ,

1974 Objectii/e

'Number

18,
\

18

s

41 21

4
21

,

' . X
. -

. lff.-170 28
A
Dropped

;
X

. ..

171-175 36' " tMake all ihermomeers.larger. '34
.

k 176-18e 27 Change questRips to 27
"4,

r
..

.

. "Which feroup of circles
.

11-

below' completes the pattern
, .

... ihcfmn above to make the . .

. ratio-equivalent?".'

181-185\ 31 Add the numbe'rs 3, 6;9, 30

12 to e ?ch clock for each
,

,
201:225

k

1

38

item

Dropped :

below' completes the pattern
, .

... ihcfmn above to make the . .

. ratio-equivalent?".'

181-185\ 31 Add the numbe'rs 3, 6;9, 30

12 to e ?ch clock for each
,

I'

.444

X

I'

X

tt
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The following were members Of tlit- Guidelines Committee for yaiit .
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